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INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 
A key property of most polymers is their high electrical resistivity. For many years 
insulating polymers have been used in the construction of nearly every electronic 
component and system. 
Fifteen years ago a new class of organic polymers was synthesized with the 
extraordinary ability to conduct electricity. These polymers are typically called "conductive 
polymers", however they are actually semiconductors with bandgaps ranging from 1.5 to 3 
eV. They are doped with, e.g., iodine or AsFg to achieve conductivities as high as lead in 
some cases. 
An advantage of polymer conductors is their promise of simple processability. The 
early conductive polymers, however, were insoluble, infusible, and brittle, and some were 
unstable in air. Today many of these problems have been overcome to the point where 
conductive polymers are under development for practical applications, such as rechargeable 
batteries, electrolytic capacitors, positive temperature coefficient thermistors, and "smart 
windows" that absorb sunlight in summer. In 1990, electroluminescence was observed in a 
conducting polymer device for the first time, opening the possibility of low cost large area 
LED's made of these materials. 
Major obstacles to the development of conductive polymers remain, such as the lack 
of understanding of the excited states of the large molecules and the charge transport 
mechanisms. Attaining this knowledge is one of the goals of basic research in this field. 
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Such insight would enable molecular level tailoring of the electronic and mechanical 
properties of polymers. 
A study of the spin dependent radiative and nonradiative recombination channels in 
various conductive polymers is reported in this work. New insight into the relative levels 
of the excited states with respect to the band gap, the spatial extent of excitons along the 
chain, and for P3AT, the exciton recombination site is presented. Measurements of spin 
dependent charge transport are also included. 
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EXPLANATION OF DISSERTATION FORMAT 
This dissertation follows the alternate style format. The papers in Parts 11 and HI 
were published in Advanced Organic Solid State Materials, edited by L. Y. Chiang et al., 
(Mat. Res. Soc. Proc. 109, Pittsburgh, PA 1988), p.363; Synth. Met. 28, C365 (1989), 
and Phys. Rev. Lett. 65,1140 (1990), respectively. The paper in part IV is accepted for 
publication by Phys. Rev. B. 
Sections of this thesis have been separated as follows. A brief introduction is given 
to the (semi)conducting polymers studied and the challenges involved. The literature 
review includes a discussion of key concepts regarding the behavior of these polymers. A 
description of the PLDMR technique and the apparatus used in this work, followed by a 
discussion of triplet excitons and their detection in disordered media is provided. 
Following the published papers are three presentations. Parts V-VII, of recent 
research regarding charge transport in (semi)conducting polymers, and, to the best of our 
knowledge, the first electroluminescence detected magnetic resonance measurement of any 
system. The material in these chapters has not yet been submitted for publication. 
The list of references is given at the end of each section of Part I and at the end of all 
subsequent parts. The format of the references conform to Physical Review Letters 
standards. 
The construction of the apparatus used for measurements in this work, and nearly the 
entire process of data acquisition and analysis, were performed by this author. Lyle Lichty 
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helped perfect the sample preparation techniques employed and performed a portion of the 
data analysis for Part IL Katsumi Yoshino supplied all of the poly(3-alkylthiophene) 
samples studied. Fred Wudl provided the samples of poly(paraphenylene-vinylene) and its 
dihexoxy derivatives studied in Part IV. Paul Lane assisted with data acquisition and 
analysis for Part IV. 
Joseph Shinar, my major professor, provided support and insight throughout this 
work. The material was organized and prepared for publication by both of us. 
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PART 1. BACKGROUND SURVEY 
6 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Since the 1977 discovery of the metallic state of conductivity in heavily doped 
polyacetylene, improvements in polymerization methods have raised conductivity levels 
from 1000 S cm"^ to 145,000 S cm"^.!» 2 It is clear that charge delocalization and transport 
through the polymer can be similar to metals. Understanding the mechanism of intra- and 
interchain charge motion is one of the goals of current polymer research. It is as 
semiconductors, undpped or with low levels of doping, that these polymers have 
commanded a great deal of interest because of the very unusual response of the polymer 
chain to excitation or injected charges. 
Polymers are different from inorganic crystalline semiconductors such as silicon and 
gallium arsenide in that they are composed of individual molecules bound by weak Van der 
Waals forces or an occasional cross link. The strength of these interactions determines 
their solubility in weakly polar compounds and their mechanical flexibility. Adding, for 
example, alkyl side groups to the third carbon atom of the thiophene ring in polythiophene 
(PT), producing P3AT (Figure 1), separates chains and weakens interchain interactions. 
Thus while PT is an insoluble brittle material, the P3ATs are easily soluble and flexible.^ 
In spite of the semiconducting properties and considerable delocalization along 
individual chains due to the extended nature of the molecular 7C orbital, it is convenient to 
think of electrons filling molecular orbitals in semiconducting polymers rather than bands. 
Continuous 7C orbitals, ideally the length of a chain, distinguish these from ordinary 
7 
Cj H j3 Cj H13 
Fig. 1 An example of a P3AT, Poly(3-hexylthiophene). 
insulating polymers. Under doped conditions there is apparently a great deal of overlap of 
molecular orbitals between chains as evident from the high conductivities attained which 
require interchain motion. To date, there is little understanding of interchain interactions 
and their role in conductivity, photoconductivity (PC) and photoluminescence (PL). 
To understand the nature of the delocalization and its significance to semiconducting 
polymers, orbital hybridization and the origin of the TT orbital will be discussed. 
The K electron orbitals result from hybrid sp^ or sp carbon orbitals. Hybridization 
occurs when electronic states of different angular momenta are mixed. A simple example is 
Li2. The 2s electron has even parity and is spherically symmetric about the nucleus. Very 
little energy is needed to excite this electron to the 2p state which has odd parity. A mixture 
of the 2s and 2p states is energetically favorable. Now suppose Is ) represents the 2s state 
and Ipz ) = V(3/47C) z/r the 2p state. Consider a trial wavefunction of the form I s ) + 
a Ipz). For a > 0, these amplitudes add as shown in Figure 2, producing a lopsided 
orbital. 
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Fig. 2 Representation of an sp hybridized orbital.'^ 
Carbon has three different hybridization schemes: sp, sp2. and sp3. The ground state 
of carbon has the configuration: (ls)2 (2s)2 (2p)2 which is divalent. However, very close 
in energy is the (Is)^ (2s) (2p)3 state, which has a valency of four and is the state in which 
carbon forms most of its compounds.'^ Methane, CH4, where the 2s and 2p orbitals are 
completely hybridized is an example of sp3 hybridization. There are four n = 2 orbitals and 
each bonds to a hydrogen atom. The atom forms a tetrahedron with bond angles of 109.5° 
. The bonds are along lines connecting the carbon to the hydrogen atoms and are called (7 
bonds. 
Ethylene C2H4 forms in a planar structure due to the sp2 hybridization of the two 
carbons. The carbon orbitals are then: 
II ) = Ipz ) 
12)= l/V3ls)+V2/3lpx) 
13)= I/V3 Is ) - 1/V6lpx)+ I/V2 Ipy ) 
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14 >= 1/V3ls)- 1/V6lpx>- 1W2 lpy> 
The first state points along the ± z direction while the last three are at 120° intervals 
in the x-y plane, as shown in Figure 3. 
In ethylene then, the last three states of each carbon atom form G bonds with two 
hydrogens and the other carbon (Figure 4). The electrons in states II ) are at right angles to 
the G bonds of their respective carbons and form what is then called a K bond between the 
two carbon atoms. This 7C bond is weaker than a CT bond and is able to form only when 
both CH2 structures are coplanar and both pz orbitals are of the same phase. 
y 
Fig. 3 The three coplanar sp2 hybridized orbitals.'^ 
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' m 
Fig, 4 Schematic of the G and 7C bonds of an ethylene molecule. A TC bond forms a 7Z 
electron cloud above and below the molecular plane.5 
The 7C bond forms a molecular 7C orbital. Of course there are G molecular orbitals 
also, but this discussion will be limited to orbitals containing 7Z electrons, since these are of 
principle interest. There are three types of 7C orbitals: bonding, non-bonding, and 
antibonding. Antibonding orbitals destabilize molecules tending to force atoms apart, while 
non-bonding orbitals neither strengthen nor weaken the bonding between atoms. A 
molecule in its ground state will have all its K electrons in either bonding or non-bonding 
orbitals.^ 
Photoexcitation of an ethylene molecule would result in the occupation of an 
antibonding TZ* molecular orbital which is a linear combination of two atomic pz orbitals of 
opposite phase. The two electrons in this orbital repel each other, and if the excitation is 
strong enough, destroy the ethylene molecule. Note that any rotation of one CH2 group 
about the C-C G bond would break the K bond, disrupting the molecular 7C orbital. 
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The third type of hybridization, sp, is found in the linear molecule acetylene (C2H2). 
Suppose the molecule is aligned along the x axis, then the Is ) state is mixed only with Ipx ) 
in the state: 
(ls>±lpx»/2 
which protrude in the ± x directions forming <7 bonds. The remaining electrons on each 
carbon are in linear combinations of Ipy ) and Ipz ) states and form K bonds between the 
carbons. The result is a carbon-carbon triple bond, one O and two 7C bonds. The 7C cloud 
forms a cylindrical sheath between the two carbons with its axis along the C-C G bond 
(Figure 5). 
Fig. 5 Schematic of an acetylene molecule showing the cylindrical XC cloud.^ 
In both ethylene and acetylene, the n orbitals are localized in space. This is not the 
case in a special kind of molecule called an aromatic ring. These are flat molecules with 
cyclic clouds of delocalized K electrons above and below the plane of the molecule. They 
also have a special degree of stability due to the K orbital containing a closed Huckel's shell 
12 
(4n + 2) of electrons. Examples are shown in Figure 6: benzene (phenylene), thiophene, 
pyrrole, and furan (for all: n = 1). 
ô > #  
Fig. 6 Benzene Thiophene Pyrrole Furan 
Benzene is the simplest, with six carbons in a ring forming a hexagon and a hydrogen 
attached to each carbon. Each carbon is sp^ hybridized with six electrons forming TZ 
bonds. Yet it is impossible to determine between which pairs of carbon atoms the bonds 
form. There are two possibilities, see Figure 7. 
c c 
A  A  
C C or C C 
y  C—E_C 
Fig. 7 The two possible 7C bond configurations of benzene. 
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The lowest energy state is an equal linear combination of both states. The electron 
wavefunctions are spread out with the charges delocalized around the ring having an equal 
probability in time of being at any one carbon atom.^ 
Further delocalization can be achieved by attaching aromatic rings together forming a 
chain, or by attaching them through a vinyl (ethylene) or acetylene unit. The % cloud 
merely extends from one ring to the connecting unit to the next ring as shown in Figure 8. 
Fig. 8 Delocalized % cloud along a polyparaphenylenevinylene chain. 
Just as with the ethylene molecule, twists and bends may break n bonds, confining 
separate K orbitals to different regions of the molecule. The length along the molecule over 
which K orbitals extend uninterrupted is called the conjugation length. Shortening the 
conjugation length increases localization of the 7C electrons, raising the energy separation 
between the ground state HOMO (highest occupied molecular orbital) and the LUMO 
(lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) state.^ As a result, placing more twists and bends 
along the chain increases the bandgap of the polymer. This phenomenon is thought to be 
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the source of the thermochromic and solvatochromic effects observed in P3AT, and PPV 
derivatives^'^ 
All 7C-electrons in the ground state of an ideal (linear and planar) molecule occupy 
bonding and non- bonding orbitals. Within ~100 femtoseconds after photoexcitation, the 
electron and hole thermalize and the electron occupies the lowest antibonding orbital. ^ 0,11 
A large strain field develops simultaneously, phonon dressing the electron and hole. Single 
charge carriers, then, become polarons. The situation is drastically different for degenerate 
ground state polymers such as trans-polyacetylene,^^ but will not be discussed since all 
polymers studied here have a nondegenerate ground state. Su, Schrieffer, and Heeger^^ 
modeled excited states using a Hamiltonian including electron-phonon coupling only. 
They, of course, predict the existence of states in the gap occupied as shown in Figure 9 for 
electron and hole polarons. 
The physical significance of the e-polaron diagram can be understood as follows: 
since each molecular orbital may contain a maximum of two electrons, the upper gap state is 
a half filled antibonding orbital pulled down from the band edge by lattice distortion; the 
lower state is the local highest filled orbital which is not antibonding pulled up in energy 
T 
t 
Fig. 9 e-polaron h-polaron 
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by lattice distortion. The h-polaron is the inverse with the HOMO also half filled but 
separated from the lower edge. 
Other predicted excited states are doubly charged spinless bipolarons. Negative 
bipolarons are doubly occupied antibonding orbitals, and positive bipolarons are empty 
bonding or non-bonding orbitals. Schematics of these states arc shown in Figure 10. 
Fig. 10 negative-bipolaron positive-bipolaron 
Since the creation energy of a bipolaron is believed to be lower than that of two Uke 
charged polarons,!^ two interacting polarons of appropriate spin and charge should 
combine (decay) rapidly to form a bipolaron. Other states may be formed by combining 
polarons, such as neutral singlet and triplet excitons. 
Polarons and bipolarons can also be injected onto a chain by a dopant. Nowak et 
al. 12 measured dopant induced absorption of P3HT in Œ2CI2 solution and found polarons 
at low dopant levels and bipolarons at higher dopant levels. ESR measurements also 
showed the ratio of the number of spins to the number of dopant charges decreased as the 
dopant level increased implying generation of spinless bipolarons at high dopant levels. 
These measurements can also be explained by allowing for preferential pinning of charges 
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near the dopant ions at higher dopant levels. The resultant strong spin orbit coupling would 
broaden the ESR signal, reducing the amplitude below detectable limits. 
It is difficult to understand how bipolarons could significantly contribute to charge 
transport in conducting polymers, since this would involve the simultaneous hopping of 
two charges between chains. Measurements of polaron gap levels described in this work 
and bipolaron gap levels made by Vardeny et al.^^ show that a bipolaron is indeed more 
stable than two polarons. Yet a bipolaron would need to be split into two polarons to allow 
electrons to hop from one chain another. The interchain charge transport mechanism is thus 
still not clear. 
Other decay channels from the photoexcited state are similar to those in simple 
polynuclear aromatic compounds like anthracene, phenanthrene, naphthalene, and 
triphenylene, shown in Figure 11. 
Fig. 11 naphthalene anthracene phenanthrene triphenylene 
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The PL of both polymers and compounds has a similar structure, much of which is 
probably due to geminate singlet exciton decay in both. The photoexcited states include 
singlet polaronic and triplet polaronic excitons, and the polymers are expected to exhibit, as 
the compounds do,^^ delayed fluorescence (which may be blue shifted with respect to the 
PL excitation source) from triplet-triplet exciton collisions. Two triplet excitons of the 
proper spin configuation (both mg = 0, or one mg = -1 and the other mg = 1) can combine to 
form an exciton in the lowest singlet state, with excess energy dissipated by phonons. The 
singlet then radiatively decays, yielding a PL spectrum indistinguishable from that of 
geminate singlet decay. For anthracene, the low lying excited S = 1 triplet state is at 1.80 
eV and the S = 0 state is at 3.15 eV above the singlet ground state. Hence, excitation at 
1.80 eV yields 3.15 eV photons. 
The decay scheme in polymers is currenly beleived to be the following: 
photoexcitation results in thermalized e- and h-polarons. Those which remain bound as 
geminate singlet excitons have a radiative decay efficiency of ~10% and a lifetime of ~400 
ps in PPV.17' 18 Separated geminate pairs become e- and h-polarons which are able to 
move along the chains, perhaps across topological defects, and hop to other chains 
probably by a phonon assisted process. Polarons will then interact with other polarons, 
excitons, and bipolarons. Two polarons may form a singlet polaronic exciton or decay to a 
triplet exciton or a bipolaron depending on the charge of each and their spin configuation. 
Polaron-triplet exciton and polaron-bipolaron collisions will produce either scattering or a 
polaron with phonons carrying off the excess energy. Triplet exciton collisions are 
expected to occur as described earlier, and the unlikely collision of oppositely charged 
bipolarons may yield either phonons or a singlet exciton. For PPV, polaron levels are 
18 
within 0.1 eV of the absorption edge (~2 eV), however bipolaron levels are at ~0.6 and 
-1.6 eV.19 
O. Inganas et al.^ studied the thermochromic and solvatochromic effects in poly(3-
hexylthiophene) (P3HT) finding the onset of absorption increased by 0.3 eV when the 
temperature was raised from 21 to 190° C. The absorption maximum shifts from 2.41 to 
2.96 eV over the same temperature range. Their analysis of optical spectra of P3HT in 
solvents of varying quality shows the onset of absorption is at 1.87 eV in a weak solvent 
(90% CH3OH, 10% CHCI3) and 2.22 eV in a strong solvent (100% CHCI3). The 
absorption maximum is at 2.45 eV in a weak solvent and 2.8 eV in a strong solvent. The 
shift in the bandgap when heating a solution of P3HT is just as dramatic. These effects are 
reversible except in certain cases, e. g., when P3HT is heated to just below its melting 
point (-200° C) and cooled to room temperature, the absorption peak remains 0.1 ev above 
the initial value; the peak energy relaxes to the initial value over several weeks. Metastable 
defects, which have very long relaxation times, are apparently induced along the chains 
Metastable states are also induced by exposure to moderate laser intensities and by thermal 
cycling. 
Due the flexability of these polymers, chain topology, and hence the PL, is process 
dependent. For example, the PL and absorption will vary depending on the rate of spin 
casting, if it is free standing, and the film thickness.20 Samples can be stretched to 
preferentially align chains along the stretch axis. The PL and absorption are then partially 
polarized along this axis.^O Most radiative recombination is intrachain, so the PL will be 
polarized in the direction of the local chain segment. 
19 
In summary, the significant decay channels of the various excitations in non-
degenerate groundstate semiconducting polymers are believed to include the following: 
Ph + Pe SE -> Y + phonons 
Ph + Pe TE + phonons 
Ph + Ph -> BP++ 
Ph + TE -> Ph + phonons 
Pe + BP++ ^ Ph + phonons 
TE +TE -> phonons 
TE +TE -> SE + phonons -» g + phonons 
BP++ + BP" -> phonons 
BP+++ BP"SE + phonons y + phonons 
TE + BP++ —> BP++ + phonons 
TE + BP++ -> 2Ph + phonons 
TE -> phonons (level crossing) 
where: Ph = a hole polaron 
SE = a singlet exciton 
TE = a triplet exciton 
BP++ = a positive bipolaron 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PHOTOLUMINESCENCE DETECTED 
MAGNETIC RESONANCE (PLDMR) TECHNIQUE AND APPARATUS 
Reference has already been made to the spin dependence of several recombination 
channels in conducting polymers, which then can be selectively studied using the PLDMR 
technique. The simplest model for understanding PLDMR is a system of two distant or 
very weakly bound oppositely charged spin 1/2 particles. For coupled pairs, the zero field 
splitting parameters (which define the spin-spin coupling and will be discussed in the next 
section) will be considered negligible compared to the Zeeman splitting of the energy 
levels. When this system is placed in a magnetic field, the energy levels are: 
E  =  (±ge±gh)pHo/2  
where: ge = electron polaron g value 
gh = hole polaron g value 
Ho = the applied DC magnetic field 
P = the Bohr magneton 
Assume: gh > ge 
The energy versus magnetic field, then, is shown in Figure 1. 
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Spin State Occupation 
(e,K) no. 
Energy-
ground state 
Magnetic Field 
Fig. 1 Energy vs. magnetic field for a "distant" electron-hole pair. 
where: Rt = slow "forbidden" recombination rate 
Rg = rapid "singlet" radiative recombination rate 
Rg » Rt 
24 
Since the "singlet" recombination rate is much faster, fewer pairs with antiparallel 
spins will remain under steady state conditions: 
n2, ns « ni, n4 
The application of a microwave field at resonance such that: 
hv^w = gePH 
will mix the upper and lower pairs of states and ni = n2, and ng = n4.^ Initially there will 
be a rapid increase in n2 and ng with an accompanied increase in photoluminescence. The 
same will happen to the PL when hv^w = ghPHo, with ni = ng and n2 = n^. The steady 
state PL enhancement is less than the initial transient but significant at laser excitation rates 
comparable to Rg.^ This is referred to as a PL enhancing PLDMR. In the usual PLDMR 
experiment, the microwave frequency is constant, but the magnetic field is swept to locate 
the resonance while monitoring the entire PL band. Detection of a PLDMR implies 
competing recombination processes, either via different PL centers or other radiative or 
nonradiative recombination mechanisms.^ In the example above, microwave mixing 
enhances the radiative channel at the expense of the nonradiative channel. 
A quenching PLDMR is also observable under the proper conditions. Such a 
condition would involve a spin dependent nonradiative channel which is enhanced at 
resonance at the expense of the PL. PLDMR may thus enable elucidation of both radiative 
' and nonradiative channels. 
Often the PL of semiconductors will be due to various channels with different spin 
dependence. PL bands may be separated and identified by measuring the spectral 
dependence of the PLDMR. Here, the microwave frequency is again fixed and the 
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magnetic field is set at the peak of the resonance of interest. The spectral dependence of the 
change AL in the PL is measured by first dispersing the PL with either a monochromator or 
bandpass filters. The PL band responsible for the resonance may then be identified. 
Photoinduced absorption detected magnetic resonance (PADMR), 
electroluminescence detected magnetic resonance (ELDMR), photoconductivity detected 
magnetic resonance (PCDMR), and conductivity detected magnetic resonance (CDMR) are 
all similar to PLDMR except the PA, EL, PC, and conductivity respectively are monitored 
rather than the PL. 
The magnetic resonance spectrometer used in this work was assembled by the autiior, 
since such systems are not commercially available. A schematic of the system is given in 
Figure 2. 
The microwave circuit. Figure 3, was designed as an electron spin resonance (ESR) 
bridge which can be disconnected and bypassed for maximum power incident on the cavity 
during PLDMR measurements. The microwave source is a Gunn diode-cavity oscillator. 
The signal amplitude is controlled by calibrated step attenuators and a pin diode chopping 
circuit before reaching the input of the traveling wave tube amplifier (TWTA). The gain of 
the TWTA is linear to 4.5 W output and sublinear to the saturation point (maximum 
nondestructive power) of 14 W. Unfortunately, TWTAs have an enormous noise figure 
(NF), typically 35dB (the NF of low noise power amplifiers is ~2dB). For this reason a 
narrow variable bandpass filter (Q = 2800) is inserted at the output of the TWTA after the 
isolator. The microwave power is then sent to the sample cavity. Directional couplers with 
detectors are inserted in the circuit to monitor reflected power from the filter and sample 
cavity while adjusting the impedance matching networks. During ESR measurements, the 
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Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the PUDMR system. 
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Fig. 3 Schematic of the microwave circuit portion of the PLDMR system. 
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bridge is inserted and the TWTA and microwave chopper are bypassed to avoid the noise 
produced by the TWTA. The. maximum power incident on the cavity in the ESR 
configuration circuit is about 5 mW. 
The sample is photoexcited by a laser directed through the PL gathering lenses onto 
the sample in the cavity. The optics are designed for maximum light gathering power 
directed through the slit and onto the grating of a 0.25 meter monochromator. A lense 
corrected for circular aberration is used in front of the cavity. By the simple addition or 
removal of two mirrors, the total (wavelength integrated) PL can be monitored by either a 
solid state detector or photomultiplier tube, and the PL can be dispersed by either a one 
meter high resolution (0.02 nm) monochromator, or a 0.25 meter lower resolution (~1 nm) 
but higher throughput monochromator. 
The apparatus is actually three spectrometers in one: a PL, ESR, and PLDMR 
spectrometer. ELDMR, PCDMR, and CDMR experiments can obviously be and are indeed 
carried out with small modifications to the system. The sample cavity operates in the TEios 
mode resonating at -9.35 GHz. The location of the sample in the cavity is at a region of 
maximum magnetic field and consequendy minimum electric field. The cryostat quartz 
dewar passes through the opposite y-z plane (see Figure 4) walls of the cavity in regions 
with small surface current density (at z = d/3 or 2d/3). Thus the internal magnetic field is 
only slightiy perturbed and is approximately parallel to the cryostat dewar axis near x = a/2, 
where the sample is located.^ 
Due to the field geometry, samples with wires attached as probes or a current 
source and sink may be inserted in the cavity without coupling significant amounts of 
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Fig. 4 Electromagnetic field configurations in a TE103 mode rectangular resonant cavity.4 
microwave power out of the cavity. Then to perform ELDMR, PCDMR, and CDMR 
experiments, a sample holder was constructed with electrical contacts and feedthroughs. 
The surface current density on y-z and x-y walls of the cavity is orthogonal to 
the other large faces of the cavity (see Figure 5). Optical access to the cavity is achieved (in 
commercial cavities) by cutting slits in a wall of the cavity parallel to the surface current. In 
this work, this technique was modified with a great improvement in efficiency. A wall of 
the cavity was removed. In its place was positioned a piece of sheet metal with an aperture 
equivalent to the inner cavity wall. Across this aperture very fine wires (40 ga.) were spot 
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* 
r-
Fig. 5 Current distribution J in a TE103 mode rectangular resonant cavity 
welded parallel to the current flow. The PL gathering power increased four fold with this 
change. 
With the cavity and cryostat mounted between the poles of the magnet, the microwave 
magnetic field Hi is perpendicular to the DC magnetic field HQ. In this configuration, the 
microwave perturbation mixes states differing by Amg = ± 1, making transitions between 
such states possible. Amg = ±2 transitions of a triplet at half field are allowed in second 
order due to mixing by the spin-spin interaction. This half field resonance has only a 
second order dependence on the zero field splitting parameters so it is much narrower than 
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the Ams = ± 1 resonance (~50 G and ~600 G respectively) and thus readily detectable. 
However, not all singularities in the Amg = ± 2 powder pattern are detectable with Hi 
perpendicular to HQ. 
The optical window used allows only laser excitation perpendicular to HQ making 
optical pumping (photoexcitiaton with circularly polarized photons propagating parallel to 
Ho) of samples impossible. With both magnetic fields parallel, the entire half field powder 
pattern is observable, and there is greater flexibility when designing optical access holes in 
the cavity walls. Optical pumping with a circularly polarized laser beam parallel to H© 
would be possible with such a cavity. To achieve near parallel fields, the author designed 
and constructed a new cavity where the angle between the fields is 30°. This cavity can 
easily be rotated to yield perpendicular fields for full field measurements. Although no 
measurements have yet been made with this new cavity, it has been tested in a microwave 
circuit. Coupling to the cavity was easily achieved, with the resonant frequencies located at 
8.235 and 9.431 GHz, as expected. Another design for a cavity with parallel fields awaits 
computer simulation before actual construction begins. 
Lockin detection techniques are used in all magnetic resonance experiments. In 
PLDMR, changes in luminescence are detected by a lockin amplifier connected to a 
photodiode or photomultiplier referenced to the microwave chopping frequency. The 
relative change in the luminescence intensity (AL/L) is typically 10-3 to lO'^. 
The entire experimental apparatus is computer controlled, with all data acquisition 
also performed by the computer. Only sample temperature, microwave power, and initial 
conditions such as magnetic field strength,and monochromator wavelength have to be set 
by the user. 
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Samples were prepared using a vacuum manifold specially designed and constructed 
by the author. The pumping system included a turbomolecular pump. All solid samples 
were vacuum sealed in a 4 mm O.D., 3 mm I.D., 10" long quartz tube. The tube was 
attached to the manifold with a special o-ring fitting. The tube was typically sealed under a 
vacuum of ~3*10"5 Torr, about 1" below the o-ring fitting. 
Liquid samples were also studied in this work. The solution is prepared by placing 
the polymer at the bottom of the quartz tube and dropping in the solvent. Oxygen is 
removed from the liquid by freezing it with LN2, pumping, and after a sufficiently low 
pressure is reached, the manifold valve is closed, and the sample is allowed to thaw 
slowly. Repeating this process a minimum of three times removes most of the dissolved 
O2. Before sealing the sample, the liquid is frozen and pumped. Care must be taken not to 
leave an organic material deposite at the top of the tube. If it is present when attempting to 
seal the tube, the carbon wUl contaminate the quartz, raising its melting point above the 
temperature reached by the torch, and the tube will not seal. 
When casting a film on the inside of the quartz tube, a solution is prepared at the 
bottom of the tube as described above. The polymer is allowed to fully dissolve, usually 
by placing the tube in a warm water bath (not too warm or the sample will become severly 
oxidized). The tube is attached to the manifold and the solvent is slowly pumped out, 
leaving a film on the sides. After most of the solvent is removed, a bath of boiling water is 
placed around the bottom of the tube to accelerate the desorption of solvent molecules. Up 
to an hour of pumping is often necessary to reduce the pressure to ~3*10'5 Torr. 
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DETECTION OF TRIPLET EXCITONS 
The measurement and analysis of triplet excitons has been a very integral part of this 
research on conducting polymers. A brief review is presented here as an introduction to the 
main points of interest A detailed treatment is provided in the reftences. 
The spin Hamiltonian for the triple state can be expressed adequately for most 
applications by the sum: 
^+^s  +  ^ f s  +  ^ w  (1)  
where 9fz. is the Zeeman interaction with the applied DC field, is the spin-spin dipole 
interaction, ^fs is the hyperfine interaction between the electronic and nuclear spin 
moments, and the microwave induced perturbation. Hi, of the applied field, Hq.l 
Then: 
S • g • Hq + s • D • s + Si s • Ai • li + s • g • Hi (2) 
Electron TZ orbitals in organic molecules are locked in fixed directions relative to the 
molecular frame by the strong electric field of the chemical bonds and are not free to 
precess or become oriented in an imposed magnetic field. The electronic orbital motion 
becomes decoupled from the spin in a process called "quenching." As a result, the orbital 
angular momentum is effectively quenched and organic molecules in triplet states have 
nearly isotropic g factors, very close to the free electron value of 2.0023.^ 
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All samples studied in this work were disordered. The resulting triplet resonance is 
very broad, typically ~600 G for the Amg = 1 transitions. Consequentiy, no hyperfine 
structure is expected to be detected. The Hamiltonian then becomes: 
iW=gS»(Ho +  Hi )  +  S«D.S  (3)  
where D is the spin-spin coupling tensor which is symmetric and traceless. Its elements 
aie:3 
Dij = g2p2((r2 8ij-3ij)/r5)/2 (4) 
where P is the Bohr magneton, and i, j = x, y, or z are the coordinates of the relative 
positions of the two spins, the angular brackets indicate an average over the spatial part of 
the electron wavefunction, and r^ = x^ + y^ + z^. The tensor is diagonal in the principal 
axes system of the molecule. The diagonal elements in that coordinate system are:^ 
X = - g2 p2 < (r2. 3x2)/r5 )/% (5a) 
Y = - g2 p2 < (r2 - 3y2)/r5 >/2 (5b) 
Z = -g2p2((r2-3z2)/r5)/2 (5c) 
and: 
S • D . S = - (X Sx2 + Y Sy2 + Z Sz2) (6) 
where x, y, and z are now the separation coordinates in the principal axes system. Since 
SDi i  =  X  +  Y +  Z  =  0  (7 )  
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the Hamiltonian can be alternatively uniquely characterized by two parameters: 
D = -3 Z/2 = 3 g2 p2 ( (r2. 3z2)/rS )/4 (8a) 
E = (Y - X)y2 = - 3 g2 p2 < (x2 . )/4 (8b) 
The triplet spin Hamiltonian, eq. (3), then becomes: 
j^=GS.(HO + Hi) + D(Sz2 - S2/3) + E(Sx2 - Sy2) (9) 
The parameters D and E are often called the zero field splitting parameters. An upper 
bound on the spatial extent, rub, of an exciton and possibly the symmetry of the orbitals can 
be calculated from the D and E values. Since: 
When E = 0, ( x2 ) = ( y2 ), and the orbitals are axially symmetric. When E = D, < x2 ) = 
( z2 ), and when E = - D, ( y2 ) = ( z2 ). 
For D/gP = 600 G, Tub = 2.9Â, which implies localized Frenkel excitons with a 
spatial extent approximately equal to a thiophene or benzene ring. 
Eigenvalues of the spin Hamiltonian will depend on both the magnitude of the DC 
applied field, HQ, and its direction relative to the principal axes of the molecule. As 
mentioned earlier, all samples measured were disordered, and any detected resonance is 
thus the sum of contributions from all orientations of HQ. The resulting resonance is 
therefore similar to an ESR "powder pattern". 
( (r2 - 3z2)/r5 ) S < l/r3 ), (10) 
rub s (3 gp/4)l/3 (D/gp)-l/3 = 24.1 (D/gp)-l/3 Â. (11) 
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Powder patterns are determined by first finding the resonance condition, which are 
the values of HQ where resonance occurs, as a function of cos0 = n and ([), the cosine of the 
polar angle and the azimuthal angle defining Hq: 
H(n,(|)). 
Before writing the full expression for the powder pattern it is easier to first consider the 
simple case of E = 0, i.e., an axially symmetric molecule (see above). H(n,(})) is then 
independent of (j). Since the distribution of molecular orientations in the laboratory frame is 
isotropic, HQ can have any orientation relative the principal axes The probability of finding 
Ho at an angle 0 with respect to a molecule is proportional to sinG d0 = - dn. If P(H) is 
the resonance probability at Ho = H then:^ 
d(cos0) oc P(H) dH (12) 
or: P(H) oc dn/dH (13) 
Differentiating n with respect to H then yields the powder pattern. For triplets, there 
are two Amg = 1 transitions so the complete powder pattern will be the sum of the absolute 
values of the components from each transition. Occasionally, n will be a multiply valued 
variable when expressed in terms of H (as in Amg = 2 powder patterns). In this case: 
P(H) = SnIdn/dHIn (14) 
i.e., the absolute values of contributions arising from multiple values of n at a particular H 
need to be summed. 
If E #0 and, of course. His a function of both n and ()), then^ 
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P(H) = Zn j # 13n/9HI/(n = (15) 
assuming the function H = H(n,(|)) can be inverted to give 
n = (16) 
A complication arises when transition probabilities between two spin states must be 
included. The Amg = 1 transition is "allowed" and the transition probability is 
approximately independent of H. However, Amg = 2 transitions are strictiy forbidden, but 
the presence of the S * D » S term mixes the unperturbed eigenstates making transitions 
possible. Determination of the transition probability is quite tedious, and must be derived 
for Amg = 2 powder pattern simulations since it is strongly dependent on IHQI, the direction 
of Ho witii respect to the molecule, and the direction of the microwave field Hi with respect 
to Ho ( which is always fixed in an experiment). Note that the general transition probability 
given by Atherton^ is incorrect. The correct expression in terms of matrix elements is 
given by Wasserman eL al.^ Let the transition probability be B(n,<|)). Then 
P(H)= Zn J B(n(H,(|)),(|)) ian(H,(|))/9Hld(|) (17) 
To simulate an actual experiment, some form of "intrinsic" line broadening must be 
included. The shape is usually assumed to be a Gaussian; 
P(H)=Z:n I B(n(h,(l)),(t)) 13n(h,<l))/9h I exp{- 4 ln2 (H - h)2/52 } dh d(|) (18) 
The Amg = 2 or half field powder pattern is much narrower than the Amg = 1 or full 
field pattern because it is dependent on D and E in the second order ( first order 
perturbation terms vanishing). 
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The analysis of powder patterns by location of critical points on the surface H(n,(|)) is 
another technique which yields approximate values of D and E. The coordinates of a 
critical point, (a,b), are given by:^,^ 
This point corresponds to either a singularity or a shoulder in the powder pattern and is 
identified by the Wronskian:^ 
If D > 0, then (a,b) is a singularity and if D < 0, (a,b) is a shoulder. If D = 0, the nature of 
(a,b) is unknown. 
There will also be two steps (one for each Amg = 1 transition) in the Amg = 1 powder 
pattern at the edges of the distribution defined by the resonance condition H(n,0). The 
Amg = 2 pattern also has the above critical points, but the transition probability is zero at the 
step at Ho = Hmax and at one of the singularities when HQ is perpendicular to Hi. There is 
always a detectable singularity in the Amg = 2 pattern at Hq = H^in for any polarization of 
HI with respect to HQ. 
The following is a list of critical points as functions of hv, D, and E: 
Full field resonance: 
(9H/3n)/n=a, (()=b = (9H/9<l))/n=a, (t)=b = 0 (19) 
D = [(a2H/ana()))2 - (a2H/an2)(a2H/a(|)2)]n=a, (t)=b (20) 
shoulders at H±SH = (hv ± D/2 ± 3 E/2 )/g(3 (21a) 
singularities at H+SI = (hv ± D/2 3E/2 )/gp (21b) 
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and steps at H±ST = (hv D)/gP (21c) 
Half field resonance: 
a singularity at9 Hmin = ( (hv/2gP)2 - (D^ + 3E2)/(gp)2 )l/2 (22a) 
a singularity for 0 < E < IDI (type unknown for E = D/3), at 
HSI = hv ( 1 - ((D + E)/hv)2/2)/2 gP (22b) 
a shoulder for E > 0 (type unknown at E = D/3), at 
HSH = hv ( 1 - ((D - E)/hv)2/2)/2gp (22c) 
and a step at Hmax = hv (1 - 2(E/hv)2)/2gP (22d) 
The status of the half field critical points labeled SI and SH are unknown at E = D/3 
because the Wronskian is identically zero when calculated to second order in D and E. A 
higher order perturbation analysis may yield the status of these points at E = D/3. 
Powder patterns are analyzed by determining the value of D from the step locations, 
and E from the pattern shape, since in most cases the pattern is easily recognizable. These 
values are then used to simulate the half field pattern shape and location. This simulation 
independentiy yields the value of (D2 + 3E2), thus providing a check on the values of D 
and E inferred from the full field resonance. 
Shown in Figures 1-3 are three full field powder pattern simulations produced from a 
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program written by the author demonstrating the dependence of the shape of the full field 
pattern on E, correct to first order perturbation. Gaussian broadening is also included. A 
computer simulation of the half field powder pattern is shown in Figure 4. Included in the 
calculation is the powder pattern and transition probability to second order plus Gaussian 
broadening. 
0.7 SIMULATED PLDMR 
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Magnetic Field (kG) 
Fig. 1 PLDMR powder pattern simulation. Note that the shoulder and singularity of each 
Amg = 1 transition pattern occur at the same field value. 
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SIMULATED PLDMR 
Powder Pattern 
D=520 G, E=87 G 
hv= 9.352 Ghz 
H1J.H0 
< 0.3 
2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2 
Magnetic Field (kG) 
Fig. 2 PLDMR powder pattern simulation. The shoulder and singularity of each Am. = 1 
transition pattern have separated, "moving" toward H = hv/gP and the step, respectively. 
The step location has not changed. 
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SIMULATED PLDMR 
Powder Pattern 
D=520 G, E=D/3 
hv= 9.352 Ghz 
Hi J. Ho 
2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2 
Magnetic Field (KG) 
Fig. 3 PLDMR powder pattern simulation. The singularities of both Amg = 1 transition 
patterns have merged at H = hv/gp, with each shoulder at the step location of the other 
pattern. The step location has not changed. 
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SIMULATED HALF FIELD 
POWDER PATTERN PLDMR 
Hi _L Ho 
D=602G. E=0 
ivT/= 
< 0.6 
1,61 1.62 1.63 1.64 1.65 1.66 1.67 1.68 1.69 
Magnetic Field (kG) 
Fig. 4 Half field PLDMR powder pattern simulation. Note the charateristic asymmetry. 
Only one singularity is observed, at H = Hmin < hv/2gp (the peak location). The pattern at 
the step (H ~ 1.667 kG) gradually decreases to zero due to the zero transition probability at 
that value. 
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Due to the anisotropy of the dipole-dipole interaction, triplet powder spectra are 
usually not observable in liquid solutions. To understand this, consider the two extremes 
of randomly oriented molecules: The first consists of stationary but randomly oriented 
complexes in amorphous solids, polycrystalline solids, and powders, and slowly tumbling 
complexes in viscous liquids. The other extreme is the case of rapidly tumbling molecules 
in low-viscosity liquids or gases. 
The resonance spectrum of a molecule tumbling slowly enough will be that of its 
instantaneous orientation at the time of observation. For a large number of randomly 
oriented molecules, the standard powder pattern will be observed. 
If the molecules are tumbling at a sufficiently high rate, all orientation dependent 
terms average to zero and the spectrum will result only from the isotropic terms in the 
eigenvalue equation. The powder spectrum is said to be motionaly narrowed.^ For a 
triplet, the dipole-dipole terms in the eigenvalue equation average to zero over a unit 
sphere. The full field resonance will be a narrow signal about g ~ 2 due to the Zeeman 
interaction, and Amg = 2 transitions are strictiy forbidden yielding no detectable half field 
resonance. As expected from this situation, no triplet pattern, either half or full field, has 
been observed to date in a low viscosity solution of conducting polymers. 
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ABSTRACT 
The photoluminescence (PL) and optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) 
spectra of Poly(3-hexylthiophene) in solutions of CCI4, toluene, and CH2CI2, and films 
cast from these solutions, are described and discussed. In solution, the PL yield is 7%, 
and increases with increasing temperature. In oxygen-free, protected films cast from these 
solutions, the room-temperature yield is ~0.7%, the spectra is red shifted by ~0.5 eV, and 
strong peaks at 1.52, 1.69, and 1.86 eV appear. In films and CH2CI2 solutions, the 
ODMR is resolvable into narrow and broad components, and its intensity AL/L is ~5*10'5 
at room temperature. A strong photoinduced oxidation process quenches the PL upon 
exposure to O2 but not water, at a rate possibly limited by O2 diffusion. 
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DSfERODUCnON 
The photoexcitations in Polythiophene (PT) and its 3-alkyl derivatives, a prototypical 
weakly nondegenerate ground state 7l-conjugated polymer, have been the subject of 
numerous studies.Thus, the nonradiative decay channels of photogenerated e-h pairs 
into polarons within a few picoseconds, and of polarons into bipolarons within a few 
milliseconds, are well established. 1,2,4,9,13 Similar processes are observed during 
oxidative p-doping.3,8 Yet the nature of the radiative decay processes is still not well 
understood. The observations of anisotropic photoluminescence (PL) in stretch oriented 
films^ and an enhanced PL yield of ~7% in dilute solutions vs. films^^ provide strong 
evidence that the radiative channel is intrachain, and enhanced by conformational 
defects^O'^5*^^ that reduce the conjugation length. Yet while previous studies of Kaneto 
and coworkers^'7'^^ provided evidence that the PL is due to exciton decay, recent optically 
detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) measurements support the polaron-to-band 
channel.l^"^^ This work, while not offering a conclusive verdict on this issue, provides 
additional results on poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) relevant to this problem. In 
particular, the temperature dependence of the PL and ODMR spectra in solutions and films 
is described, as well as the photoinduced oxidation process, which quenches the PL and 
the ODMR. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROŒDURE 
Free standing films of P3HT were prepared as described elsewhere. These films 
were stored in the dark, but not in vacuo. Thus, to clean the films from physisorbed 
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oxygen, the free standing films were disolved in CCI4, toluene, or CH2CI2, and the 
solution was then degassed by several cooling-pumping cycles. Clean films were then 
deposited by casting onto quartz substrates, in vacuo or a protective inert atmosphere, and 
sealed in quartz tubes. Degassed solutions were also sealed in quartz tubes. 
To obtain either PL or ODMR signals and spectra, the samples were placed in the 
quartz dewar of an oxford He gas-flow cryostat, enabling temperature control from 4-300 
K, inside an optically accessed X-band microwave cavity. The PL was excited by 4765 Â 
photons from a Pockels-cell stabilized Ar^" laser chopped at 500 Hz. The excitation 
intensity incident on the sample was usually kept below 10 mW to prevent sample heating. 
The PL spectra were measured by dispersing the emission through either a high resolution 
1 m Spex monochromator, or a low resolution 0.25 m Schoeffel monochromator, and 
detecting it with a cooled RCA C31034 photomultiplier tube. The ODMR was lockin 
detected &om the modulated PL intensity resulting from microwave chopping, as the 
magnetic field was swept through the resonance. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Photoinduced Oxidation 
The decay of the total PL intensity L of solution-cast films exposed to O2 is shown in 
Figure 1. As clearly seen from the inset of Figure 1, which plots log(L/Lo) vs. t, the PL 
decreases with a distribution of decay times. The asymptotic slope, however, yields a 
constant T = 1800 s, suspected to be determined by the rate of diffusion of O2 into the 
film. It should be noted that the PL of films pre-exposed to O2 for prolonged periods 
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Fig. 1 The time dependence of the total photoluminescence (PL) intensity L of oxygen-
free, protected P3HT films (dotted line), and clean films exposed to O2 (solid line). Inset: 
Semi-log plot of photooxidation-induced decay of the PL; the asymptotic slope is 1/x = 5.6 
X 10"^ s"V 
exhibited a qualitatively similar response to photoexcitation. This behavior, and the lack of 
any decline in the PL intensity of protected films (top trace in Figure 1), clearly shows that 
the oxidation is photoinduced. Although the decay of the PL in O2 was previously 
reported, ^  2 its photoinduced nature was not apparent. The photooxidation-induced 
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quenching of the PL is probably due to a process similar to that occurring during I2 doping-
induced quenching of the PL7 It is suspected that both are due to a transformation from a 
coil or helical conformation to a rod-like one,22 which increases the conjugation length. An 
increase in the effective conjugation length decreases the PL intensity. ^ 0,11,16,17 Such a 
doping-induced transformation has indeed been observed in a solution of poly(3-
butylthiophene) doped with NOSbFg.^^ 
It should be noted that exposure to water did not result in an observable effect on the 
PL. 
A close examination of the time dependence of L in protected films (top trace in 
Figure 1) reveals a slight increase of L with exposure. Since heating effects are ruled 
out,24 it is suggested that photogenerated defects (possibly including bondbreaking) cause 
this slight increase of L with exposure. 
Photoluninescence in Solutions and Films 
The PL spectra of oxygen-free, sealed dilute solutions of P3HT in CH2CI2, at 7 = 
200, 240, and 300 K, corrected for monochromator and detector response, is shown in 
Figure 2. Since the onset of absorption in CH2CI2 solutions occurs at ~2.3 eV,^ 
reabsorption effects are not significant. As clearly seen, the spectrum becomes red-shifted 
with decreasing temperature. In addition, the yield, which is ~7 % at 300 K, decreases to 
~2 % at 200 K. It thus appears that the conjugation length increases, and with it the yield 
of non-radiative channels (e.g., interchain hopping and consequent generation of 
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Fig. 2 The Photoluminescence spectra of a dilute solution of poly(3-hexylthiophene) in 
methylene chloride at 200,240, and 300 K, corrected for monochromator and detector 
response. 
bipolarons), as the temperature decreases.^'l^ Since these effects are temperature 
dependent, they are probably due to a decrease in dynamically induced conformational 
defects. 
The PL yield of oxygen-free sealed films cast from these solutions is ~0.7 % at room 
temperature. The peaks in the PL spetcra are more pronounced in these films. Although 
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the spectrum .is qualitatively similar to the previously published spectra of unprotected 
films,with peaks split by ~0.17 - 0.19 eV, the relative intensities of these peaks is not 
the same. The main peak is observed at 1.69 eV, with secondary peaks at 1.52 and 1.86 
eV. The ~0.17 eV splitting of the peaks corresponds to the C-C stretch vibration. The PL 
thus includes contributions from phonon sidebands of the high-energy peak. The role of 
these contributions will be discussed in a future publication. 
ODMR in Films and Solutions 
The total-PL ODMR spectrum of an oxygen-free sealed solution-cast film, at 
(nominally) 20 K, excited by ~10 mW at 488 nm, and lockin detected from the chopped X-
band microwaves, is shown in Figure 3. It is noteworthy that the ODMR is essentially the 
same as that of unprotected (and thus partially oxidized) films published previously.^^'^l 
Two Gaussian components are clearly observable: A wide line at g = 2.0032 ± 0.(X)05, and 
a narrow line at g = 2.0019 ± 0.0005. The FWHM of the narrow line is ~5 G, 
independent of the microwave power up to ~350 mW. The width of the broad line 
increases from 12 G at ~1 mW to 15 G at ~350 mW. It should be noted that the ODMR 
components are definitely Gaussian. All attempts to fit the observed resonance to a 
combination which included a Lorentzian line resulted in a poorer fit. 
AL/L decreases with increasing temperature, but the ODMR is still clearly observable 
at 300 K, where AL/L = 5 • 10"^ in both films and solutions. This contrasts with the 
temperature dependence of the ODMR in unprotected films, where it was not observable 
above 150 K. In addition, the ODMR, while unobservable in solutions of P3HT in 
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toluene, was clearly detectable in CCI4 solvents at 300 K. However, it decayed below the 
detectable limit within a few minutes, and consequently no ODMR spectrum could be 
obtained. It is interesting to note that although the ODMR rapidly decayed, the PL 
spectrum remained unchanged. The nature of this behavior is not clear at present. 
Although the ODMR was unobservable in toluene solutions, and rapidly decayed in 
CCI4 solutions it was clearly observable, and stable, in Œ2CI2 solutions. The total-PL 
spectrum in this solution is essentially identical to that of films. This result provides 
additional evidence that the ODMR is due to an intrinsic intrachain process, and is unrelated 
to any defect or interchain coupling. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The photoluminescence (PL) and optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) of 
poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) films and solutions was described and discussed. In 
solutions and solution-cast films exposed to oxygen, a photoinduced oxidation process 
quenches the PL at room temperature. In oxygen-free CH2CI2 solutions of P3HT, the PL 
yield is ~7 % at 300 K, but decreases, and the spectrum becomes red-shifted, upon 
cooling. This is apparently due to a decrease in dynamically-induced conformational 
defects. The resulting increase in the effective conjugation length consequently increases 
the yield of non-radiative shunt processes, e.g., decay of polarons into bipolarons. In 
oxygen-free films cast from solution, the PL yield is ~0.7 % and the spectrum is red-
shifted by ~0.5 eV, apparentiy due to similar processes. The ODMR of the oxygen-free 
films and solutions in CH2CI2 is essentially identical to that previously described in 
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unprotected, partially oxidized films.^^'^l This provides further evidence that the ODMR is 
due to intrinsic, intrachain processes, apparently polaron-to-band transitions, and not 
related to any defect or interchain coupling. Further studies, which would include the 
spectral dependence of the ODMR and the ODMR spectra of separate PL bands, should 
reveal the contributions, if any, of other processes, notably exciton decay. These studies 
are currentiy underway and will be published later. 
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ABSTRACT 
The X-band optically detected magnetic resonance of poly(3-hexylthiophene) and 
poly(3-dodecylthiophene) films and solutions are described and discussed. The 
photoluminescence-enhancing features include: (i) a strong, ~15G-wide, asymmetric peak 
at g = 2.003; (ii) a weak peak at g = 4.07, and (iii) a weak, ~800G-wide structure around g 
= 2. It is believed that feature (i) results from polaron recombination, and the others from 
the decay of two distinct intrinsic triplet polaronic excitons. The levels of all are apparently 
close to the band edges. 
Five-membered polyheterocycles in general, and polythiophene (FT) and its 3-alkyl 
derivatives (P3AT's) in particular, are prototypical weakly nondegenerate ground state n-
conjugated semiconducting polymers.^ They can be oxidatively doped to conductivities 
exceeding 1000S/cm,2 exhibit a striking nonlinear optical response,^ and are also soluble, 
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processible, and stable in air.^ The nonradiative decay channels of photogenerated e-h 
pairs into polarons within less than a picosecond, and of polarons into bipolarons from 
~10"9 to ~10"3sec, are well established. Similar processes are observed during 
oxidative p-doping.^'^'^ The intrachain character of the long-lived radiative decay and the 
enhanced photoluminescence (PL) in solutions and short conjugation length segments, due 
to suppression of interchain bipolaron generation, have also been established. 10-12 Yet the 
nature of the radiative process itself has not been settled. Kaneto and coworkers 10 
attributed the PL to exciton decay. Early optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) 
results, however, were tentatively attributed to polaron recombination. 13 Similar PL 
spectra in polyparaphenylenevinylene (PPV) were interpreted in terms of "polaronic 
excitons."^ The preliminary ODMR studies yielded only one PL-enhancing ODMR at g ~ 
2.003, partially resolved into two components 1l'^ possibly due to positive and negative 
polarons. This work provides new evidence supporting the polaronic nature of the main 
ODMR previously observed, and describes and discusses new ODMR features in films and 
solutions. These include a weak, broad PL-enhancing ODMR at g ~ 2.0 attributable to the 
Amg = 1 transitions of a triplet exciton, and a resonance at g ~ 4.07 resulting from its Amg 
= 2 transitions. The temperature dependence of the various resonances suggest the 
presence of two different intrinsic triplet polaronic excitons. We note that a recentiy 
detected photoinduced absorption peak in poly(3-dodecylthiophene) (P3DT) was tentatively 
assigned to a triplet-triplet transition of a polaronic exciton. 15 
Poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and P3DT samples were processed from free­
standing films as described elsewhere.Dilute solutions of P3HT and P3DT in CCI4, 
toluene, and CH2CI2 were also similarly prepared, but only the CH2CI2 solutions yielded a 
stable ODMR. The chopped microwave ODMR system was also previously described. 1^ 
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The microwave field Hi was normal to the dc field Hq, which was determined by an NMR 
Gaussmeter. The 4880Â excitation power was 50mW or less, to prevent sample heating 
and optical saturation. 
The total-PL ODMR spectra observed in P3HT and P3DT films are similar and 
consist of five features, all but one of which are enhancing, (i) The strong narrow 
resonance at g = 2.003 (Figure 1), (ii) a broad pattern about g ~ 2 below 50K (Figure 2), 
(iii) a different broad pattern about g ~ 2 above 50K (Figure 2), (iv) a narrow weak signal 
at g ~ 4.07 (Figure 3), and (v) weak PL-quenching wings observable below ~50K at ~3.3 
± 0.3kG (i.e., symmetrical about g ~ 2.0) (Figure 2). 
The narrow resonance (Figure 1) is the sum of wide (AH1/2 = 120) and narrow 
(AH 1/2 = 50) Oaussians at g = 2.0032, 2.0019 (± 0.0005), resp., independent of 
temperature. The observed shape could not be synthesized by Lorentzians.^'^ The 
components saturate at different microwave powers,indicating distinct sources. 
Although the PL of the solutions (Figure 4) is blue-shifted by 0.3 - 0.5eV and the ~0.17eV 
phonon replicas are smeared due to radiative decay from chains widely distributed in 
length,7'10'll'14 the main narrow ODMR is the same as in the films. 
In order to identify the PL band responsible for the main ODMR, its spectral 
dependence was measured coincidentally with the PL in both films and CH2CI2 solutions. 
Figure 4 shows that the ODMR intensity AL is everywhere proportional to the PL intensity 
L (i.e., AL/L is constant). Hence the entire PL spectrum contributes equally to the main 
ODMR. 
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Figure 1. The main narrow ODMR in poly(3-hexylthiophene) and poly(3-
dodecylthiophene) films and solutions. It is dependent on microwave power P (see ref. 
16) but not on temperature. 
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Figure 2. The broad Amg = 1 triplet ODMR at 6K and 125K. 
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and E values as those of the low-T broad powder pattern shown in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2 displays the broad ODMR at 6K and 125K. All other variables such as 
sample, microwave power, laser line and power are identical. Note the obvious PL-
quenching ODMR ~300G above and below g = 2.0 at 6K, and the changed pattern at 
125K. At 6K the integrated ODMR intensity of the broad pattern is ~ 1.5 times that of the 
main narrow peak. The spectrometer sensitivity did not enable the detection of the broad 
pattern in solution, nor its spectral dependence in the films. 
The integrated intensity AL of the weak half-field resonance (Figure 3) is about 1/35 
that of the broad pattern at 6K. These two features indicate the existance of a triplet 
polaronic exciton^»^^ contributing to the PL (see below). 
The temperature dependence of the integrated AL/L of each resonance is plotted in 
Figure 5. Note that for the main narrow ODMR, the g - 4.07 resonance, and the broad 
pattern above ~1(X)K, 
AL/L oc exp(-T/To), (1) 
where To = 80K. The temperature dependence of the g ~ 4.07 resonance, resulting from 
the Ams = 2 transition of a triplet exciton, is similar to that of the main narrow resonance. 
Yet they are not related. If the main narrow ODMR were due to the Amg = 1 transitions of 
a triplet exciton, its zero field splitting parameters would be very small. The Amg = 2 
transition of that resonance would then yield a strong Gaussian resonance at very nearly 
half-field, of width similar to that of the main resonance. Yet the g ~ 4.07 resonance is 
shifted down-field by 320, and its shape is highly asymmetric. It is believed that this 
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ODMR is related to the triplet exciton producing the low-T broad pattern (see below). The 
source of the main narrow ODMR at g ~ 2.003, clearly an intrinsic intrachain radiative 
channel identical in all P3AT films and solutions, is therefore not a triplet exciton. It is thus 
attributed to recombining "distant"^^ positive and negative polarons. At present it is not 
possible to determine which g-value is that of the positive or negative polaron. If this 
assignment of the two gaussian components of the main narrow ODMR is correct, 
however, it provides the first experimental evidence for (unexpectedly slight) charge 
conjugation symmetry violation in a conducting polymer. 
The PL and the spectral dependence of the main narrow ODMR (Fig. 4) then clearly 
show that polaron recombination is responsible for much of the PL. More importantly, it 
indicates that the polaron levels are very close to the band edges. Although some previous 
studies have suggested that these levels are near the bipolaron levels,^'^ these previous 
conclusions were debatable. Theoretical studies^ and experimental results on PPV^ are 
consistent with polaron levels that are close to the band edges. 
Figures 2 and 3 show that polaron recombination is not the only source of the long-
lived PL. We now focus on the polaronic excitons producing the broad ODMR at g ~ 2. 
Ignoring the PL-quenching ODMR wings and the main narrow ODMR, the low-T pattern 
strongly resembles a triplet powder pattem^^ given by the Hamiltonian^^ 
pH-g-S + D(SZ2 - (1/3)82) + E(SX2 - Sy2) (2) 
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It yields E = 0, D/gP ~ 560G. Such a pattern has steps at H = (hv ± D)/gP, singularities at 
H = (hv ± D/2 - D^/ShvVgP, and no shoulders. The observed positions of the 
singularities are shifted toward hv/gP, apparently by the quenching ODMR. 
Although two singularities should be present in the Amg = 2 powder pattern, only that 
at (hv/2gP)[l-C^/3)(D/hv)2]l/2 jg detectable when Hi is normal to Hq.^^ The transition 
probability vanishes for the other at (hv/2gP)[l-(D/hv)2]^^ and decreases to zero at the step 
at hv/2gP, resulting in the observed extended tail.20 When E 0 the first order transition 
probability vanishes for both singularities when Hi is normal to Hq and none is detectable 
by our spectrometer.^^ Indeed, the shape of the Amg = 2 resonance does not change with 
temperature and is thus assigned to the low-T E = 0 triplet polaronic exciton only. 
Figure 5 shows that the integrated AL of the broad powder pattern increases and its 
shape changes with T up to ~100K, indicating changes in D and E. This change occurs 
within a narrow temperature range around ~50K. The low-T satellite singularities 
disappear and are replaced by a broad singularity at the center superimposed on the main 
narrow resonance; shoulders occur at the step locations. For this high-T pattern, eq. (2) 
yields E = D/3, a single singularity at H = hv/gP, and both steps and shoulders at H = (hv 
±D)/gP. 
It thus appears that the main narrow resonance, the Amg = 2 ODMR, and the low-T 
broad pattern all decrease similarly with increasing T (Fig. 5). Since the high-T broad 
pattern is distinct, we suggest that two different intrinsic triplet polaronic excitons exist 
simultaneously along with polarons, all contributing to the PL. Since the spectral 
dependence of neither the broad pattern nor the g = 4.07 resonances could be determined, 
their contribution Li to the PL is not clear at present. Yet the integrated intensity ALi/L of 
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the broad ODMR is 1.5 times that of the main narrow resonance at 5K, and much higher at 
lOOK. Li is therefore insignificant only if ALj/Li is much higher, which appears 
improbable (see below) but is not ruled out If ALj/Li is similar to that of the main narrow 
ODMR, then their spectral dependence should also be similar, i.e., mirroring the PL itself. 
This conclusion is also expected from the proximity of the polaronic exciton and polaron 
levels to the band edges and each other. Indeed, if their levels were significantly separated, 
their phonon replicas would smear each other. 
The density of E = D/3 triplet polaronic excitons increases dramatically from 5 to 
lOOK, where it saturates and becomes essentially constant At present we cannot determine 
if either of the excitons is free or pinned. It may be speculated that the lower symmetry E = 
D/3 exciton is pinned at thermally generated conformational defects. Its rising intensity, 
and that of the PL from 5 to lOOK, would then be possibly due to an increasing density of 
such defects. Yet this scenario cannot explain the emergence of this high-T exciton within 
a narrow range above 50K. 
The PL intensity increases by ~25% from 6 to lOOK, and decreases by ~20% from 
lOOK to 300K, where its yield is ~0.7% in films and ~7% in solutions. The radiative yield 
is thus roughly constant below 300K. We suspect that the exp(-T/To) behavior (eq. (1)) is 
due to similar spin-lattice relaxation mechanisms. A calculation of the ODMR transition 
rate yields^O 
AL/LoeRsTi (3) 
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where Rg is the singlet recombination rate and 1/Ti is the spin lattice relaxation rate. Eqs. 
(1) and (3) then yield 
1/Ti oc exp(T/To), (4) 
clearly not a phonon mediated mechanism.21 Exciton-exciton collisions, established as 
dominant decay channels in some organic salts^® and polysilanes,22 and similar polaron-
polaron and polaron-exciton collisions, may possibly provide the spin lattice relaxation in 
the PSAT's. As T is increased, the excitations will rapidly migrate to the longest 
conjugation-length segments of the chains. Their collision rate will increase as their density 
and mobility increases with T. This scenario is obviously speculative at present 
At present we can only wonder whether the nonradiative, spin-dependent decay of 
two spin-Vz polarons into spinless bipolarons yields the observed PL-quenching ODMR. 
This resonance is not due to geminate singlet exciton decay, which would yield a very 
weak, several kilogauss wide line. 
In summary, several distinct intrinsic radiative channels in poly(3-hexylthiophene) 
and poly(3-dodecylthiophene) films and solutions were identified by X-band ODMR. The 
photoluminescence (PL)-enhancing features included (i) a strong narrow line partially 
resolved as two gaussians at g = 2.0032,2.0019 (± 0.0005) and attributed to positive and 
negative polaron recombination, (ii) A broad pattern at g ~ 2, observed at 5 - 50K, was 
assigned to the Ams = 1 transitions of intrinsic E = 0, D = 560G triplet polaronic excitons. 
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(iii) The Amg = 2 transitions of these excitons were clearly observed at g = 4.07. (iv) A 
second intrinsic powder pattern, where E = D/3, emerging above 50K, was assigned to a 
distinct triplet polaronic exciton. (v) Below 50K, weak PL-quenching wings are observed 
at ±300G about g ~ 2. The spectral dependence of the main narrow ODMR and the 
temperature dependence of the various resonances suggest that the polaron and triplet 
polaronic exciton levels are close to the band edges. The temperature dependence of the 
resonances is also discussed in relation to exciton-exciton, polaron-exciton, and polaron-
polaron collisions. 
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PPV: AN OPTICALLY DETECTED MAGNETIC RESONANCE (ODMR) 
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ABSTRACT 
The X-band optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) of Poly-
(paraphenylenevinylene) (PPV) and its dihexoxy derivative films and solutions is described 
and discussed. As in poly(3-alkylthiophenes) (P3AT), the photoluminescence-enhancing 
features include a narrow resonance at g = 2.0023, a broad triplet powder pattern around g 
~ 2, and the Amg = 2 transtion of this triplet at g = 4.07. The symmetric narrow 
resonance, attributed to intrachain "distant" polaron recombination, indicates that charge 
conjugation symmetry violation is weaker in PPV than in P3AT. As in P3AT, its spectral 
dependence is similar to the PL spectrum, suggesting that the polaron levels are close to the 
band edges. Although the spectral dependence of the half-field resonance is similar, that 
may result from singlets generated by triplet-triplet collisions. A broad decrease in the 
ODMR intensity at g ~ 2, probably due to a PL-quenching resonance resulting from 
geminate singlet decay, is also observed at low temperatures. 
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Although numerous (semi)conducting polymers display strong photoluminescence 
(PL), the interest in their radiative decay channels has previously been shadowed by the 
transport and nonlinear optical properties of these systems.^"3 Very recently, however, 
significant electroluminescence from polyCparaphenylenevinylene) (PPV) films was 
reported by Burroughes et al.^ These films may therefore enable the development of low 
cost large area light-emitting-diodes. A clear, fundamental picture of the radiative decay 
channels of PPV and its processible dialkoxy derivatives is therefore highly desirable. 
In parallel with the recent developments in PPV, the radiative decay processes in 
poly(3-alkylthiophenes) (P3AT) were recently studied by X-band optically detected 
magnetic resonance (ODMR).5-7 The PL-enhancing features included (i) a strong ~15 G 
wide asymmetric peak at g = 2.003 clearly resulting from narrow and broad Gaussians; (ii) 
a weak peak at g = 4.07; (iii) a ~1200 G wide axially-symmetric (E = 0) triplet powder 
pattern at g ~ 2 below ~50 K, and (iv) a ~1200 G wide triplet pattern of lower symmetry (E 
= D/3) above ~50 K. Feature (i) was identical in all films from 5 K to 300 K and in dilute 
CH2CI2 solution, and its spectral dependence was similar to the PL spectrum. It was thus 
attributed to intrachain "distant" polaron recombination, from levels apparentiy close to the 
band edges. The g-splitting and different linewidths of the two Gaussians therefore 
provided, for the first time, a quantitative measure of the charge-conjugation asymmetry in 
that system.^ Features (ii) and (iii) were attributed to the radiative decay of intrachain triplet 
polaronic excitons resulting from the Amg = 2 and 1 transitions, resp. Feature (iv), which 
could be observed in films up to 300 K but not in solution, and of lower symmetry, was 
tentatively attributed to the decay of other triplet polaronic excitons. 
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Friend, Bradley, and coworkers reached very similar conclusions on the nature of the 
radiative processes in PPV from essentially unrelated measurements and analyses.^-H 
Since the PL spectrum of PPV is similar to that of P3AT, a comparison of the ODMR of 
the two systems should yield valuable insight into the radiative decay channels of both. 
The ODMR study on PPV and its dihexoxy derivative (PDHOPV) described in this paper 
indeed yielded the following, (i) A narrow resonance at g 5 2.0023, but of symmetric 
lineshape, indicating weaker charge conjugation symmetry violation than in P3AT. (ii) The 
E = D/3 triplet polaronic exciton, but not the E = 0 one.^>7 (iii) A relatively intense half-
field resonance, of spectral dependence similar to the PL spectrum. This may result from 
decay via singlet generation from triplet-triplet collisions (but see below), (iv) A broad 
decrease in AL/L around g ~ 2 at low temperature, suspected to result from a PL-quenching 
resonance. This feature, as well as other results,12,13 may indicate that singlet geminate 
recom-bination is the dominant radiative decay channel from the photoexcited state. 
Since PPV is insoluble, samples for PL and ODMR measurements were processed as 
free standing films. The chopped-microwave ODMR system was previously described.^'^ 
The microwave field Hi was normal to the dc field Hq, which was determined by an NMR 
gaussmeter. The 4880Â excitation power was 50 mW or less. 
The observed lineshape of the narrow resonance at g = 2.0023 (Figure 1) could be fit 
by either a single Lorentzian or two Gaussians. Yet the asymmet-ric double gaussian shape 
of this resonance in P3AT indicates that the latter is the more plausible of the two. Neither 
component, however, could be satu-rated with microwave power up to 810 mW, inhibiting 
the unambiguous verification of a double Gaussian structure. 
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The broad ODMR of PDHOPV at 20K, 50K, and lOOK, excited by 16 mW at 4880 
Â, is shown in Figure 2, Its shape above 100 K closely resembles the powder pattern of 
an E = D/3 exciton.^,? However, a broad decrease in AL/L near g ~ 2 in PDHOPV, 
possibly due to the appearance of a quenching resonance, becomes prominent at 20 K. 
Figure 3 displays the half field resonance at g = 4.07 resulting from the the Ams = 2 
transitions of this exciton, as well as the simulated resonance calculated from the 
parameters used to fit the full field triplet powder pattern (see below). 
To identify the PL band responsible for the main narrow and half field ODMR, the 
spectral dependence of their intensity AL was measured coinci-dentally with the PL for 
PDHOPV. Figure 4 shows that AL is proportional to the PL intensity L except for a slight 
enhancement of the narrow resonance at long wavelengths. 
The temperature dependence of the ODMR intensity AL/L was highly unusual and 
similar to P3AT, where it decreased as exp(-T/To). Yet it varied from region to region of 
the same sample, and depended on the thermal history of the film. Thermal cycling of the 
PDHOPV powder samples over the 20 - 300 K range increased the intensity of the triplet 
exciton resonance. It is suspected that chain morphology, e.g., conjugation length and 
interchain coupling, is important in determining the ODMR intensity by controling various 
decay and transport channels. 
In light of the identical asymmetric shape of the main narrow ODMR in all P3AT 
samples,^'7 its identical symmetric shape in all PPV and PDHOPV samples over a wide 
temperature range (Figure 1), and a spectral dependence similar to the PL spectrum, it is 
attributed to intrachain "distant pair" polaron recombination. The symmetric lineshape then 
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Figure 1. The main narrow total-PL ODMR at g = 2.0023. Although excellent 
agreement is obtained by fitting this ODMR to either a single Lorentzian or two Gaussians, 
the asymmetric double gaussian shape of this resonance in P3AT (see refs. 5 and 6) favors 
the latter. Neither component, however, could be saturated by up to 810 mW microwave 
power. 
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Figure 2. The broad triplet powder pattern ODMR of PDHOPV at 20K, 50K, and lOOK, 
excited by 16mW at 4880 Â. 
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Figure 3. The half field resonance at g.= 4.07 resulting from the the Amg = 2 transitions 
of the triplet polaronic exciton producing the full-field pattern shown in Figure 2. The 
dashed line was calculated using the parameters determined from the full field pattern. 
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Figure 4. The spectral dependence of the intensity AL of the main narrow and half-field 
ODMR. The spectral dependence was measured coincidentally with the PL. Note that AL 
is proportional to the PL intensity L, except for a slight enhancement of the main narrow 
resonance at long wavelengths. 
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implies that PPV and PDHOPV are significantly more charge conjugation symmetric than 
P3AT, where the main narrow resonance is distinctly asymmetric (gi = 2,0019, g2 = 
2.0032). The larger symmetry violation in the P3AT is suspected to result from the role of 
the sulphur atom, which increases the asymmetry between the HOMO and LUMO states of 
the excited polymer, as compared to the identical carbons in the aromatic rings of PPV. 
In P3AT, accelerated quenching of the ODMR intensity AL/L during photoinduced 
oxidation was observed. The absence of an observable ODMR in some P3AT solutions, 
which yield relatively intense PL spectra, was also noted. These results and the 
temperature and position dependence of AL/L mentioned above suggest that a significant 
portion of the PL is due to a nonresonant channel, probably the relatively short-lived (< 
400 ps) geminate pair or singlet exciton decay. since all of the channels emitting near 
band-edge are expected to exhibit similar vibronic structure, it is not suiprising that this 
channel yields a PL spectrum similar to that of the resonant channels. Within the 
continuum single chain model, charge conjugation symmetry violation is required for 
nonradiative decay.8 The high level of symmetry in PPV and PDHOPV is then consistent 
with the higher PL quantum yield of this system (~10%) compared to P3AT films (~1%). 
Also contributing to the PL are triplet polaronic excitons producing the resonances 
shown in figures 2 and 3. The full field broad ODMR shape of PDHOPV changes with 
increasing temperature. The decrease in the pattern near the center at g = 2 may be due to a 
separate quenching signal which has a stronger temperature dependence. We note, however, 
that this picture is not firmly established at present. Within this scenario, the broad pattern at 
g ~ 2 is attributed to two mechanisms: (i) PL-enhancing Amg = 1 transitions of an E = D/3 
triplet polaronic exciton (possibly requiring triplet-triplet collisions; see below); (ii) PL-
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quenching Amg = 1 transitions of (geminate) singlet excitons which result in longer lived and 
possibly lower energy triplet polaronic excitons. In any case, at T = lOOK the pattern 
strongly resembles a triplet powder pattern given by the spin Hamiltonian;!^ 
9{= pH-g-S + D(Sz2 - (1/3)82) + E(Sx2 - Sy2) (1) 
with E = D/3 and D/gP ~ 520G. Such a pattern has steps and shoulders at H ~ (hv ± D)/gp 
and a singularity at H ~ hv/gP. In PPV, D/gP ~ 580G and the pattern is slightly 
asymmetric, possibly due to a weak quenching ODMR.^^ 
The E = D/3 triplet powder pattern was also observed in P3AT6.7 and in derivatives 
of poly(paraphenyleneacetylene), ^ ^ and is thus believed to be an intrinsic feature in 
nondegenerate ground state (semi)conducting polymers. However there are some 
differences in the distribution widths and average values of D among these polymers. In 
P3AT, an axially symmetric E = 0 exciton was prominent at low temperatures (< 50K), 
whereas the E = D/3 exciton was dominant above ~75 K. 
An upper bound on the spatial extent rub of an exciton may be calculated from: 
D = (3/4)(gP)2<(r2.3z2)/r5> (2) 
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Since <(r^ - 3z^)/i^> < <l/x^>. 
rub 2 ((3/4)gP)^/3(D/gp)-i/3 = 24.1(D/gP)-l/3 A (3) 
For D/gP = 520G, rub @ 2.9Â, which is slightly larger than the diameter of a benzene or 
thiophene ring. In light of early ESR and light induced ESR studies of naphthalene and 
triphenylene,^^ the E = 0 powder pattern ODMR in P3 AT is assigned to excitons pinned to 
thiophene rings with the axis of symmetry normal to the molecular plane. The E = D/3 
triplet powder pattern is then suspected to be due to mobile "free" triplet polaronic excitons. 
This interpretation is consistent with the temperature dependence of the triplet powder 
pattern in P3AT: As the temperature is increased, the E = 0 excitons become depinned 
mobile E = D/3 excitons. The absence of an E = 0 exciton from the ODMR in PPV and 
PDHOPV may possibly result from weaker pinning by the aromatic rings. We thus 
interpret the PPV and PDHOPV powder pattern as resulting from a mobile intrachain 
exciton of effective size rub = 3 Â. 
The half field resonance resulting from the Amg = 2 transitions of the triplet polaronic 
exciton is displayed in Figure 4. The dashed line is the resonance calculated from the 
parameters D* = (D^ + 3E2)1/2 ~ 600 G used to fit the full-field pattern for PDHOPV. The 
peak position and shape are thus in excellent agreement with the full field signals. The 
half-field pattern has a singularity at 
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H = (hv/2gP) (1 - (4/3)(D*/hv)2)l/2. (4) 
It is difficult to determine the value of E from the half field pattern alone. When E = 0, 
there is a second singularity at H = (hv/2g|3)(l - (D/hv)^)^/^. This singularity, however, 
could not be detected using the present ODMR system, where Hi is normal to Hq.^ The 
other critical points for E 94 0 are smeared out by the triplet angular dependence. The 
shapes of the half-field resonances of both E = 0 and E triplets are thus expected to be 
similar under these conditions. The full field parameters, though, yield a reliable value of 
D*. The half field powder pattern will decrease to zero at: 
in agreement with the ODMR. 
As in P3AT, the spectral dependence of the main narrow ODMR of PPV and 
PDHOPV shows the polaron levels to be close to the band edges. In contrast to P3AT, the 
half-field resonance of PPV and PDHOPV was sufficientiy intense to determine its spectral 
dependence too. As seen in Figure 4, the narrow resonance is slightly enhanced in the red 
region. If the observed triplet ODMR is due to direct decay to the ground state, the 
observed spectral dependence would imply that the triplet levels are close to the band 
edges. If, however, the decay is due to triplet-triplet collisions resulting in generation of 
singlets, the observed spectral dependence would simply reflect the singlet level. This 
H = (hv/2g|3)[l-2(E/hv)2]. (5) 
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scenario would then support the assignment of the triplet pattern to free excitons. 
However, it implies a quadratic dependence of the exciton ODMR intensity on the laser 
photon flux in the weak flux limit. Yet a sublinear behavior is actually detected, 
corresponding to optical saturation at a power density of ~ 2W/cm^. This corresponds to 
~3000 photons per monomer per second, and may indeed be too high to yield a quadratic 
dependence. Further measurements at lower excitation intensities are underway and will be 
reported later. 15 
Another similarity between P3AT and PPV derivatives is the (presum-ably) PL-
quenching ODMR of similar width. The shape of this resonance in P3AT is difficult to 
determine due to the relatively complex E = 0 powder pattern at T = 20K. In PDHOPV, 
however, the PL-quenching ODMR appears to resemble a Gaussian with a FWHM of 
~300G. Assuming a lifetime broad-ened resonance, the lifetime of the spin pair is ~ 400 
ps, probably due to gemi-nate singlet or pair decay. Time resolved PL measurements 
indeed show that in PPV and its derivatives, most of the radiative decay in stretch oriented 
films occurs within ~ 700 ps This decay rate may be less in the unoriented samples 
studied in this work, accounting for the weak quenching ODMR observed in PPV.^^ The 
observed PL-quenching ODMR would then be due to this geminate process. Then the very 
long lived (> 10 ns) polaron and triplet polaronic exciton decay, and the short-lived 
geminate decay would all be significant PL channels. 
In summary, the optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) of 
poly(paraphenylenevinylene) (PPV) and its dihexoxy derivative (PDHOPV) was described 
and discussed in comparison with a previous ODMR study of poly(3-alkylthiophenes) 
(P3AT). The main narrow resonance, assigned to intrachain "distant pair" polaron 
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recombination, was found to be significantly more symmetric than that of P3AT. This 
implies considerably stronger charge conjugation symmetry violation in P3AT, probably 
due to the sulphur containing thiophene ring. As in P3AT, the spectral dependence of this 
resonance is similar to the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum, implying that the polaron 
levels are close to the band edges. As in P3AT, a broad triplet powder pattern resulting 
from the Amg = 1 transitions of a triplet polaronic exciton, and its half-field Amg = 2 
transitions, were also clearly observed. The zero field parameters of this triplet, believed to 
be a free intrachain exciton, indicate a spatial extent rub = 3 Â. Although the spectral 
dependence of the half-field resonance is also similar to the PL spectrum, this may result 
from decay via singlet generation from triplet-triplet collisions, then the spectral dependence 
is that of singlet excitons. Finally, a broad decrease in the ODMR intensity at g ~ 2 at low 
temperature is suspected to result from the significant singlet geminate exciton decay. 
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PART V. THE X-BAND PHOTOLUMINESŒNCE DETECTED MAGNETIC 
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THE X-BAND PHOTOLUMINESCENCE DETECTED MAGNETIC 
RESONANCE (PLDMR) OF POLY(2,5-
DIBUTOXYPARAPHENYLENEACETYLENE) (PDBOPA) 
This chapter describes PL and PLDMR measurements on PDBOPA. The absence of 
phonon overtones in the PL and the inhomogeneous broadening of the PLDMR is 
tentatively attributed to chemical defects and strong interchain interaction induced 
topological defects. 
Figure 1 shows the polymer structure of PDBOPA. As in the PSAT's and PPV and 
its derivatives, the PL enhancing features include a narrow resonance at g = 2.0023, a 
broad triplet powder pattern around g ~ 2, and the Amg = 2 transition of this triplet at g = 
4.07,. The narrow resonance, symmetric in PDBOPA but not in P3HT, is attributed to 
"distant" polaron recombination. It thus indicates that charge conjugation symmetry 
violation is stronger in P3HT than in PDBOPA. Figure 1 contains the polymer structure of 
PDBOPA. 
The corrected PL spectra of PDBOPA film samples at 20 and 300 K and a solution 
with CH2CI2 at 300 K are shown in Figure 2. Note the near absence of phonon replicas, 
the slight thermochromic behavior of the film samples, and the large solvatochromic (blue-
shift of -0.5 eV) behavior of the solution relative to the fihn. The peak at -2.45 eV in the 
solution is distorted by the correction routine due to a cusp in the correction curve there. 
Note the small peak in the 20 K PL of the powder at -2.43 eV which is absent at 300 K. 
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Fig. 1 The chemical structure of PDBOPA. 
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Fig. 2 The corrected PL spectra of powder and solution samples of PDBOPA. 
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The most striking feature of the PL of the solution is the narrow, well defined peak at 
~2.57 eV. A similar sharp PL band at the same energy is observed at 20 K in dilute blends 
of PDBOPA in PE, which is very strongly temperature dependent. This striking PL peak 
will be discussed below. 
Shown in Figure 3 is the narrow PL-enhancing g ~ 2.0023 PLDMR of PDBOPA. 
The shape of the Amg = 1 triplet powder pattern, shown in Figure 4, is different from the 
resonances observed in P3HT, PPV, and PDHOPV; the overall width of ~ 1.3 kG 
(compared to ~1 kG in PDHOPV) is also larger, indicating that the spin separation in the 
triplet exciton is slightly smaller and of different symmetry in PDBOPA. The gradually 
sloping portions extending beyond the shoulders at 2.8 and 3.8 kG are probably steps 
smeared by extreme broadening. Any singularities which exist are probably also smeared 
and, thus, undetectable. 
The half field powder pattern, shown in Figure 5, corresponds to the Amg = 2 
transitions of the same triplet, and also indicates larger zero field splitting parameters for 
this exciton than those in P3AT, PPV, and PDHOPV.^ Broadening of the width similar to 
that of the overall powder pattern produces the nearly symmetrical appearance of the 
resonance. The environment of the excitons, then, is clearly disordered. 
A distinct feature of PDBOPA is the presence of an acetylene unit between the 
benzene rings. The 7C-electron orbitals between the carbons of the acetylene unit are 
cylindrical rather than planar.^ % conjugation may thus extend between adjacent phenyl 
rings which are not coplanar. Mean conjugation lengths are then expected to be fairly long, 
yielding well resolved phonon replicas in the PL spectrum.3 The energy difference 
between the excited HOMO and LUMO states is a function of the local conjugation length 
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Fig. 3 The narrow PL enhancing PLDMR of PDBOPA. 
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Fig. 4 The full field powder pattern PLDMR corresponding to the Amg = 1 transitions of a 
triplet exciton in PDBOPA. 
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Fig. 5 The Aoig = 2 triplet pattern PLDMR of PDBOPA. 
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(electron delocalization), decreasing with greater length.^ The difference in energy gap for 
two long segments, say 10 and 20 monomers long, is expected to be much smaller than 
that for two short segments of, e. g. 3 and 6 monomers. The greater the mean conjugation 
length, the more homogeneous is the bandgap throughout the polymer. Surprisingly, 
however, the PL in films is broad with only very weak phonon peaks. This behavior is 
speculated to be due to inhomogeneities^ caused by interchain-induced conformational 
defects. 
The narrow PL peak in solvated PDBOPA indicates the unexpected presence of 
segments of uniformly short conjugation length. It is suspected that the polymer contains a 
large number of these segments when blended or solvated They are tentatively tiiought to 
be chain branches or molecular defects, such as units different &om 2,5-dibut-
oxyparaphenyleneacetylene. Which radiative recombination channels contribute to this 
narrow peak is unknown. It is possible that, for example, triplet exciton-exciton collisions 
are enhanced; alternately, this peak may be due to strong geminate singlet decay. The AL/L 
of all resonances would then be reduced at -2.57 eV. Unfortunately, the specdral 
dependence of the resonances has not yet been measured. 
PDBOPA exhibits thermochromism and solvatochromism, indicating that topological 
defects are induced in the same manner as in other polymers.^. 6 The defect density, then, 
is not at a maximum in the solid film form. 
The narrow PL-enhancing PLDMR at g - 2.0023 has a symmetric line shape similar 
to those observed in PPV and PDHOPV, indicating a high degree of charge conjugation 
symmetry.? 
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The shape of the triplet exciton PLDMR resonances provide additional clues about the 
nature of PDBOPA. The Amg = 1 resonance does not fit the E = 0 or E = D/3 shapes 
found in P3AT, PPV and PDHOPV. In addition, both the Amg = 1 and 2 resonances have 
greater inhomogeneous broadening than those of all other materials measured. Such 
broadening can be attributed to a distribution of the zero field splitting (spin-spin coupling) 
parameters. The region of the molecule at the location of the excitons, then, is relatively 
very inhomogeneous. Conformational defects such as torsions between the acetylene and 
benzene units may affect the spatial extent and symmetry of excitons in this region of the 
monomer. Inhomogeneous molecular structure throughout the polymer may also 
contribute. The relative role of these scenarios is currenfly unknown. 
The location of the triplet exciton on the chain during decay is unknown. The zero 
field splitting parameters are difficult to determine due to the extensive broadening present 
The value of (D^ + 3E2)1/2 = gP(670 G) is known from the peak of the Amg = 2 
resonance.^ A fit to the Amg = 1 powder pattern yields E/gP = 115 G and D/gP = 640 G, 
with the following critical points: 
singularities at = hv/gp ± 150 G 
shoulders at = hv/gP ± 490 G 
and steps at = hv/gp ± 640 G 
In summary, it appears that a high density of topological defects in this material 
strongly affects the various recombination channels. A sharp high energy PL band is 
surprisingly present in both low temperature blends and room temperature solutions. 
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The nature of these defects is unknown, but could include molecular defects, chain 
branches, and twist and bend conformations. The blend and solution data indicate that 
intercahin interactions have a very significant effect on the PL spectrum. 
Measurement of the PLDMR, when sampling only the high energy peak in the 
blends, is expected to yield either weaker AL/L for all resonances or a less homogeneously 
broadened exciton of perhaps different symmetry. 
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PART VI. THE X-BAND ELECTROLUMINESCENCE AND CONDUCTIVITY 
DETECTED MAGNETIC RESONANCE (ELDMR AND CDMR) OF PPV SCHOTTKY 
BARRIER LIGHT EMITTING DIODES (LED) 
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THE X-BAND ELECTROLUMINESCENCE AND CONDUCTIVITY 
DETECTED MAGNETIC RESONANCE (ELDMR AND CDMR) OF PPV 
SCHOTTKY BARRIER LIGHT EMITTING DIODES (LED) 
This chapter describes a preliminary ELDMR study of PPV-based Schottky diodes. 
We note that to the best of our knowledge, these are the first ELDMR measurements of any 
system. ELDMR was carried out simultaneously with the CDMR on an Aluminum-PPV-
Indium Tin Oxide Schottky diode structure. The strong narrow EL-quenching ELDMR 
and conductivity-quenching CDMR resonance is tentatively attributed to enhanced 
bipolaron formation near the charge injection regions. 
The ELDMR features include a nairow quenching resonance at g = 2.0023, and an 
enhancing resonance corresponding to the Amg = 2 transition of a triplet exciton at g = 
4.07. Only one signal has so far been observed in the CDMR, a narrow quenching 
resonance with the same g value, shape, and width as the quenching ELDMR. 
The chemical structure of PPV is shown in Figure 1. 
The well resolved phonon structure of the EL is shown in Figure 2. Phonon replicas 
in the EL and PL, have approximately the same energy. However, the EL is weighted 
more heavily toward the red portion of the spectrum compared to the PL, induced by 
excitation at either 457.9 or 488 nm. Several features of the PL induced by excitation at 
488 nm are instrumental artifacts. The rise of the data at 2.5 eV and the spike at 1.8 eV 
excitation are the edge of the laser line and its ghost image, respectively. The 
noisybackground below 1.9 eV is due to red background from the laser tube which was not 
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Fig. 1 The chemical structure of PPV. 
blocked during that data run. 
The narrow EL-quenching ELDMR shown in Figure 3, AEL/EL = -6xl0"4, is ~22 
times stronger than the PL-enhancing narrow PLDMR and about twice as broad, FWHM = 
20 G.l The conductivity-quenching CDMR, shown in Figure 4, was measured 
coincidentally with the ELDMR. Its FWMH is also ~20 G and Acs/a = -1x10"^. An 
enhancing ELDMR signal, at g = 4.07, is shown in Figure 5. The AEL/EL for this 
resonance is ~5xlO"5. 
All diode samples studied in this work were fabricated by R. H. Friend's group at 
Cambridge University, U. K. The diodes are constructed by spin coating a ~1000 Â layer 
of PPV (chemical structure shown in Figure 1) onto an indium-tin-oxide (TTO) coated glass 
substrate. A layer of aluminum is then vacuum deposited onto the PPV. EL and PL is 
detected through the transparent ITO electrode. During an ELDMR and CDMR 
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Fig. 2 The EL and PL at two laser excitation energies of PPV. 
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Fig. 3 The narrow quenching ELDMR of PPV. 
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Fig. 4 The CDMR signal. Note the similar position and shape of the ELDMR. 
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Fig. 5 The enhancing half field ELDMR resulting for the Ams = 2 transitions of a triplet 
exciton. 
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experiment, the devices are biased with a constant voltage power supply in series with a 
200 k£2 resistor. The large RC time constant (possibly as large as 1ms) may have 
produced an artificially low value for the CDMR at the microwave chopping frequency of 
560 Hz. This could not, however, be verified with the limited number of samples 
available. The ITO and A1 are positive and negative, respectively, for a forward bias 
condition. The asymmetry necessary for rectifying characteristics is achieved by using 
electrodes with differing electron work functions. Holes are injected by the electrode with 
the larger work function (ITO), unless reverse biased into the breakdown region. 
The g value of the narrow ELDMR and CDMR is not yet accurately known. The 
signal-to-noise ratio of the data is not low enough to determine the deviation of their g 
values from that of the free electron. The correlation between the CDMR and ELDMR is 
also not known, since their relative temperature and microwave dependence has not yet 
been measured. Also neither the AC impedance of the diode junction nor the dependence 
of the luminescence on current at the operating point were measured. These parameters 
enable the calculation of the change in the EL which would occur as a result of the reduced 
conductivity, and hence reduced current, only. It is expected, however, that not all of the 
change in the EL is due to the reduction in current 
The quenching ELDMR and CDMR are probably due to a spin dependent charge 
trapping process which is enhanced at the expense of other processes, including those 
contributing to ratUative recombination. To understand this, it is important to realize that 
the optical processes occurring during an ELDMR experiment are quite different from that 
of PLDMR. Laser excitation, used during PLDMR, creates an equal local density of 
electrons and holes. At the charge injection locations on a polymer surface during 
I l l  
ELDMR, one mobile charge type predominates, i.e., electron or hole polarons. Hence, 
there is a much higher probability for bipolaron formation near the charge injection 
electrodes compared to conditions during photoexcitation. 
The preliminary results described above are consistent with two separate mechanisms; 
(1) charge trapping in midgap surface states at the metal- and ITO-polymer interface, and 
(2) bipolaron formation. Since bipolaron levels are deep in the gap, polaron-bipolaron 
interactions would not contribute to tiie PL or EL and bipolaron-bipolaron interactions 
probably occur at a much lower rate due to their presumably reduced mobility and so may 
be ignored. 
The bipolaron formation mechanism is at this time suspected to be the more probable 
explanation for both the ELDMR and CDMR quenching signals. Bipolarons are known to 
exist from doping studies.^. 3 Their interchain mobility is expected to be lower than that of 
polarons, which require transport of only one charge between chains. Charge storage as 
bipolarons, then, should reduce conductivity. This conjecture, while not firmly 
established, is consistent with the relatively low conductivity of nondegenerate ground state 
polymers.^ The conductivity of stretch oriented heavily doped degenerate ground state 
transpolyacetylene, where bipolarons are not expected to form and have not been detected, 
have conductivities -150,000 S/cm.^^ 
The foregoing model does not account for the absence of a quenching PLDMR 
signal. If polarons in a PLDMR experiment are highly mobile after geminate separation, 
the probability of a polaron interacting with another polaron of either charge is expected to 
be equal. The resulting enhancing and quenching PLDMR should cancel, leaving no 
PLDMR. Suppose, however, that polarons are mobile enough and their density is low 
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enough that they meet on average only one other polaron during their lifetime. A short time 
after excitation, all geminate singlet pairs have decayed, and separated pairs have migrated, 
some into the vicinity of another polaron (ignoring polaron-triplet exciton and polaron-
bipolaron interactions). 
Then the polaron pair population can be divided into three groups: (i) isolated 
polarons, (ii) two nearby polarons of like charge and either parallel or antiparallel spins, 
and (iii) two nearby polarons of opposite charge and either parallel or antiparallel spins. 
Antiparallel spin pairs in groups (ii) and (iii) will rapidly decay into bipolarons and singlet 
excitons, respectively, the latter radiatively decay to the ground state. Since there is no 
competing radiative recombination channel present for polarons in group (ii), magnetic 
resonance of these polarons will not affect the PL. They will decay nonradiatively to 
bipolarons with or without magnetic resonance. Polarons in group (iii), however, may 
decay either into triplet or singlet excitons, the former being a nonradiative process. Then 
during magnetic resonance of group (iii), singlet exciton formation is enhanced at the 
expense of triplets giving an enhancing narrow PLDMR. 
Processes such as triplet-triplet exciton and polaron-exciton collisions, and 
intersystem crossing are significant triplet exciton decay channels. The latter two are 
considered dominant and are nonradiative. Triplet-triplet interactions produce either 
scattering, or a phonon and a singlet exciton in the first excited state depending on the 
relative spins of the two triplet excitons. The singlet decays with PL essentially 
indistinguishable from that of geminate decay. It is speculated that the triplet exciton 
PLDMR observed in all films and blends results from magnetic résonance enhancement of 
singlet exciton creation, resulting from triplet-triplet collisions. For such a process, both 
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triplets must have mg = 0, or one ms = -1 and the other ms = 1. It is easy to understand 
from this picture how resonance induced Amg = 1 or 2 transitions could enhance the PL. 
Polaron-triplet exciton interactions result in scattering, or a polaron, and a phonon 
also depending on initial spin polarizations. 
A narrow enhancing ELDMR signal is also believed to exist, but is obscured by the 
strong quenching resonance. The probability of bipolaron formation is much greater when 
averaged over the lifetime of a polaron than all other channels. Immediately after charge 
injection, nearest neighbor polarons are predominantly of like charge. The probability of 
nearest neighbors being either like or oppositely charged approaches equality at later times. 
Then at a significant distance from the charge injection region, magnetic resonance affects 
the recombination channels as in a PLDMR experiment. Throughout most of the polaron 
lifetime, however, magnetic resonance enhances bipolaron formation, reducing the 
conductivity and luminescence. 
The detection of an enhancing half field resonance, shown in Figure 5, associated 
with the Ams = 2 transition of a triplet exciton is evidence of similar recombination 
channels present during both charge injection and photoexcitation. Since like charge 
polarons will not form a triplet state, a broad quenching triplet powder pattern is not 
possible in the ELDMR. The triplet exciton resonance is then observable. Even though it 
has not yet been detected, the Ams = 1 resonance should also be detectable. This signal 
will be measured when more diode samples are available. 
In summary, a narrow quenching ELDMR was detected and is tentatively attributed to 
nonradiative spin-dependent decay of like charged polarons into bipolarons. The Amg = 2 
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transition of a triplet polaronic exciton was observed as an enhancing ELDMR. A 
quenching CDMR was observed corresponding to the quenching ELDMR. The detailed 
nature of the PLDMR and ELDMR is not firmly established, but the PLDMR may result 
from enhancement of polaron recombination at the expense of nonradiative decay into low-
lying triplet states, and enhancement of exciton-exciton decay at the expense of intersystem 
crossing and polaron-exciton interactions. The ELDMR may result from similar 
mechanisms plus enhancement of like charged polaron decay into bipolarons at the expense 
of all other channels. 
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PART Vn. THE X-BAND PHOTOLUMINESCENCE DETECTED MAGNETIC 
RESONANCE (PLDMR) OF SOLVATED POLY(3-HEXYLTHIOPHENE) (P3HT) AND 
BLENDS 0FP0LY(2-METH0XY,5-(2'ETHYLHEX0XY)PARAPHENYLENE-
VINYLENE) (PMOEHOPV) WITH HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT POLYETHYLENE 
(PE) 
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THE X-BAND PHOTOLUMINESCENCE DETECTED MAGNETIC 
RESONANCE (PLDMR) OF SOLVATED P0LY(3-HEXYLTHI0PHENE) 
(P3HT) AND BLENDS OF P0LY(2-METH0XY,S-
(2'ETHYLHEX0XY)PARAPHENYLENEVINYLENE) (PMOEHOPV) WITH 
HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT POLYETHYLENE (PE) 
An X-band PLDMR study of solutions of P3HT, and blends of PMOEHOPV with 
PE is described and discussed. The similar resonances observed in both PMOEHOPV-PE 
blends and PDHOPV powder samples, and the narrow g = 2.003 resonance in both P3HT 
solutions and films may possibly indicate that polarons, bipolarons, and triplet excitons 
have significant intrachain mobility. 
The PL enhancing signals include: (i) a narrow resonance in P3HT dissolved in 
CH2CI2 at g = 2.003, (ii) a narrow resonance in P3HT dissolved in CCI4 which rapidly 
decayed, (iii) a narrow resonance in a PMOEHOPV - PE blend, (iv) a broad resonance 
about g = 2 in PMOEHOPV - PE blend similar to that observed in PDHOPV powder 
samples. No PLDMR signals were detected for P3HT dissolved in toluene or chloroform. 
The narrow PLDMR AL/L at room temperature in ~1 at. wt. % solutions of P3HT in 
CH2CI2 is approximately equal to that in P3HT films. Both narrow resonances are the sum 
of wide (AH 1/2 =12 G) and narrow (AH 1/2 = 5 0) Gaussians at g = 2.0032 and 2.0019 (± 
0.0005), respectively. 1 The narrow resonance is also observed in blends of poly(3-
octylthiophene) (P30T) with PE. 
The chemical structure of P3HT and PMOEHOPV are shown in Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1 The chemical structures of (top) P3HT and (bottom) PMOEHOPV 
AU PLDMR signais observed in the PMOEHOPV-PE blend have waveforms and g values 
which are identical to their respective resonances in PDHOPV (another PPV derivative).^ 
The FWHM of both narrow resonances (Figure 2) is ~15 G, and each g value is ~2.0023. 
Figure 3 shows the broad full field resonance with a width of ~1 kG and a broad "dip" 
about g ~ 2 identical to the full field triplet powder pattern of PDHOPV. Compare the 
narrow and full field PLDMR of the PMOEHOPV-PE blend shown in Figure 2 and 3 with 
those of PDHOPV shown in chapter VII of this work. 
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Fig. 2 The narrow PLDMR of a PMOEHOPV-PE blend 
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Fig. 3 The full field powder pattern of a PMOEHOPV-PE blend. 
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Dilute (< 1 at, wt. %) solutions of P3HT in various solvents were sealed in a quartz 
tube after oxygen was removed from the solution using the freeze-thaw technique. 
Blended samples were prepared elsewhere with typically ~1 at. wt. % PMOEHOPV in PE. 
Neither a full field nor a half field triplet powder pattern PLDMR have been detected in 
dilute solutions of P3HT. Polymer molecules in solution are tumbling fast enough causing 
motional narrowing of the exciton powder pattern. For rapid and random tumbling such 
that all orientations are sampled in a time short compared to the reciprocal of the frequency-
spread of the powder pattern, the Hamiltonian is averaged over all angles during the 
measurement. Because the average of the anisotropic dipole terms is zero, the Hamiltonian 
effectively consists of only the Zeeman terms. Only a narrow g = 2.003 resonance is 
observable, with Amg = 2 transitions stricdy forbidden. For polymers, it is necessary that 
only the section of the molecule containing the exciton rapidly move though all angles. The 
tumbling rate in solution is:^ 
1/t » gp[ Hmax - Hminl/h 
1/T» 3x109Hz 
Due to collisions of the polymer with solvent molecules, tiie tumbling process also 
involves dynamic topological defects along the chain. Chain topology is in constant flux 
with twist and blend defects created and annihilated at random locations. Polaron motion 
on a solvated chain may thus be affected by transient defects. For example, defects 
annihilated between non-geminate polarons promote the various polaron decay channels, 
yielding a PLDMR. However, the nature of the interaction of various solvents with 
conducting polymers, some yielding a PLDMR, others not, is unknown. Perhaps the spin-
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lattice relaxation rate or the defect density is too high for solvents where only a temporary 
or no PLDMR is present. 
PLDMR measurements of blended and solvated polymers provide important insight 
into inter- and intrachain charge dynamics. Interchain charge transport in blends and 
solutions is expected to be minimized, but possibly not completely eliminated. Blends are 
thought to contain isolated clusters of chains intertwined with the host matrix. Solvated 
polymers may have the form of two or more entangled polymer chains twisted into a ball. 
In either case, however, interchain processes are much less probable than in the solid film 
state. 
As discussed in part VI of this work, the existence of a PLDMR at significant levels 
in these samples implies unthermalized non-geminate recombination in both blends and 
solutions. The basic processes of charge transport, polaron-polaron decay into triplets, 
bipolarons, or to the ground state, and exciton-exciton interactions are all present in blends 
as in films. Polarons are clearly able to interact with polarons originating from a separate 
photon excitation event. Significant intrachain migration must therefore be involved. 
Charge hopping through bend or twist defects by possibly a phonon mediated process, 
may possibly be as efficient as interchain hopping. 
Enhanced PL, observed upon blending or solvation, has been attributed to a reduced 
interchain nonradiative decay channels involving bipolarons.^ This model is plausible if 
charges in films are highly mobile, and geminate pairs on isolated chains are unable to 
separate. The results described above, however, cast doubt on this model. If polarons are 
indeed mobile along isolated chains, as well as between chains in films, decay into 
bipolarons may not be the dominant non-radiative channel in films. Interchain coupling 
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effects could be responsible for a decay channel involving a cascade of phonons. This is 
only speculation at present, however. 
In summary, identical PLDMR resonances are observed in PMOEHOPV-PE blends 
as in films containing the conducting polymer, with only the narrow resonance observed in 
P3HT solutions. Similar processes of charge transport and interaction are present within 
isolated chains, possibly implying significant intrachain mobility. 
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GENERAL SUMMARY 
The PL and PLDMR of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) films and solutions 
was described and discussed. A room temperature PL-quenching photoinduced oxidation 
process was reported. The narrow PLDMR was identified as due to intrinsic, intrachain 
processes, apparently "distant pair" polaron recombination This PLDMR was resolvable 
into narrow and broad Gaussian components attributed to the resonance of positive and 
negative polarons. The specific identity of each component was not established. The 
narrow PLDMR was observed in solutions of P3HT in CH2CI2, providing additonal 
evidence that the PLDMR is due to an intrinsic intrachain process. 
Three further PL-enhancing features in P3HT and poly(3-dodecylthiophene) 
were identified, including (i) a full field triplet powder pattern, observed at T = 5 - 50 K, 
due to the Amg = 1 transitions of a triplet exciton with D = 560 G and E = 0. (ii) The Amg 
= 2 transitions of these excitons where observed at g = 4.07. (iii) A second full field 
powder pattern emerging above T = 50 K, where D = 560 G and E = D/3 were attributed to 
distinct triplet excitons. Two PL-quenching wings were observed at ± 300 G about g = 
2.The spectral dependence of the narrow PLDMR in P3HT suggest the polaron levels are 
close to the band edges. 
Similar PLDMR features were identified in poly(paraphenylenevinylene) 
(PPV) and its dihexoxy derivative (PDHOPV). The narrow resonance is significantly more 
symmetric than in poly(3-alkylthiophene) (P3AT), implying considerably stronger charge 
conjugation symmetry violation in P3AT. The zero field parameters of triplet excitons in 
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PPV and DHOPV are D = 520 G, and E = D/3 indicating a spatial extent rub = 3 Â. The 
exciton powder pattern PLDMR was attributed to magnetic resonance enhancement of 
singlet decay via singlet generation from triplet-triplet collisions. 
The preliminary results on poly(2,5-dibutoxyparaphenyleneacetylene) 
(PDBOPA) indicate that the films studied in this work are considerably more disordered 
than P3HT, PPV and its derivatives. It was suggested that the defects may include 
molecular defects, chain branches, and twist and bend conformations. The interchain 
interactions were also noted to have a very significant affect on the PL spectrum. The high 
energy peak in the room temperature solution PL was tentatively attributed to enhanced 
geminate pair decay along segments of uniformly short conjugation length. 
The ELDMR study of PPV-based Schottky diodes identified a narrow EL-
quenching ELDMR about g = 2.0023. This was tentatively attributed to nonradiative decay 
of like charged polarons into bipolarons near the charge injection sites. The Amg = 2 
transition of a triplet exciton was observed as a enhancing ELDMR. A conductivity-
quenching CDMR of the same shape and g value as the quenching ELDMR was detected, 
possibily due to resonance enhanced charge storage as bipolarons which are expected to 
have lower interchain mobility. 
The detailed nature of the PLDMR and ELDMR was not firmly established, 
but the PLDMR may result from enhancement of polaron recombination at the expense of 
nonradiative decay into low-lying triplet states, and enhancement of exciton-exciton decay 
at the expense of intersystem crossing and polaron-exciton interactions. The ELDMR may 
result from similar mechanisms plus enhancement of the like charged polaron decay 
channel discussed above. 
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Identical PLDMR resonances are observed in poly(2-methoxy,5-
(2'ethylhexoxy)paraphenylenevinylene)-polyethylene (PMOEHOPV-PE) blends as in films 
of PDHOPV, another PPV derivative. Similar processes of charge transport and 
interaction are present within isolated chains, possibly implying significant interchain 
mobility. 
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